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"With Malice toward None, wiih Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right."
RÓY.MóEi" County,

"Volume XV.

Home Wedding
Mathews-Floershei-

Floersheim recieved
Saturday, Feb. 16th at her home
in Roy, in honor of her sister
Mra. R. Oppenheim, and niece
Miss Irene Cohn, of San Francisco
who are her guests. The reception
was from 2 to 5 P. M. and most
of the ladies of the town and vicinity took advantage of the opportunity to enjoy thy hospitality
of the Floersheim home and meet
the honorees. The affair was a decided success and all are pleased
with the guests as well as their
cordial reception.
Mrs. J.

At a quiet little home wedding
at the J. Floersheim home in Roy
Tuesday evening a marriage was
solemnized which unites the lives
of Mr. Edgar J. Floersheim and
Miss Theresa M. Mathews, two
of Roy's best and most popular
young people. Rev. O. W. Hearn
administered the marriage vows
in the presence of relatives and
friends of the happy pair.
The bride was attended by
Miss Irene Cohn as brides maid
and Milton Floersheim, cousin
to the groom "Lsd him to it;'.
' The family then indulged in the
dainty refreshments provided by
Mrs. Floersheim and the evening
was spent in felicitations. The
groom has grown up in Roy and
has long been Rural Mail caraier
on one of the Roy routes, he is a
reformed printer and an all
around useful citizen and an exemplary young man. His bride
came here from Wagon Mound
last spring and was the efficient
Bookkeeper at the Roy Trading
Co.' store until she resigned to
prepare for this promotion. She
is a young lady of character, en
dowed with more than passing
personal charms, a competsnt
business woman, a cultivated
musician and vocalist but her
chief accomplishment is as
homemaker. where she has all
the sciences down to an art.
heartily joins in the
The
general congratulations to the
lucky groom, while assuring him
he don't deserve this good for
tune, and wishing the fair bride
all the happiness revealed in her
fondest dreams.

Clara Martin and the
Misses Owen gave a party at
the Martin home Vatentine night
The party was for girls only and
g
one of the "Stunts" was a
with Miss Martin and
Miss Breeding as bride and groom
Mrs. De Frees, as minister and
other girls as the othr personel.
It is said the men's clothes were
worn with much grace and complacence by the girls taking those

Benefit

This will be.the first public appsarancs of

"Ukalele

mock-weddin-

parts.
Much hilarity was enjoyed and
the boys who could only stand
outside and peep and listen are
the only ones who have a peeve.
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Secretary Houston of the deparN
incut of.iiirneiiltiiro has set forth tin
policy which be thinks s'.r.c.'.M
In highway construction during
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T. E. Mitchell will install a
"Delco" Electric lighting system
at his Albert ranch. He plans to
have a plant lárge enough to
light his several corréis as well
as the rarch house and light
power and cooking devices.
This puts the finishing touches to
one of the most modern and up
to date ranches in the state.
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I. C. Floersheim came down 12
from Springer to visit at home 13
and attend the weddingof his 15
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The overseas service of the
can Library association Is in

(Krom Ommiltce on Public Information.
Washington.- - In a recent coiiiniuiii-citdo- n
to Secretary i:f War P.aker, tin'
commander oí Un? AnirlU'im t')(ili-tioni'r- y

v

will,-like- ly

Santa Fe, February 16- - Every
cattleman in the State who at all
can get away will be in attendance at the annual meet of the
New Mexico Cattle and 'Horse
Growers' Association at Las' Vegas, March 12 to 14. Not only
that the Las Vegas Commercial
Club is preparing to entertain
hositably and to furnish three
days of real fun, but that the
convention will deliberate upon
matters which come here to every
cattleman, all the big guns of
the state will be there and
,
"spiel"
- t

ins

on enns will not lie

sr.id :
the war:
ni'Vir hrcn n similar
"So far as It is practicable to do so,
It'iin livi'M 'i.
i'ii'! a
ti to
lioily of
department will urge the mainthis
-'m;i- A!rn'Vl''iii soldiers In I'lanw. TlnV
tenance of the highways already conEast-Mora
Co. linvo r;:trvil tM- - war with l!i. liljrh-es- t
A doal is on this week which,
Tho District of
structed; the construction and com(levoliuti to duty an:! Willi ltd oilier pletion of those highways which ar.'
if all goes as planed will result in Council oC Defense, ha- - been
titan to ter.c:) l!it ;;.' iltlt.ics In vitally Important because of their
a change of ownciship of tha Roy C;'e!u'id by the State Council IiK'íl
Tlicy
u
i:io; t cn!('!i'i!l r.iann:'!'
hearing upon the war situation or for
Garage. J. E. Wild man will be co.!H""'sing all the territory in the fully
taHr iJiüíüíui to il.Wr the movement of commodities; tliw
the new owner and the Daven- co'.mly east of Red River and is own t '!' '"''' f"l,ri'K i'1"' "", postponement of all highway construcA rl,:!l liv;:r.im of
or not
tion relatively less
port Bros, will retire from the independent of the rest of Mora rniMilry. cimlvil
ottl dally witli
is
'
bused upon Important military or
business. Will Davenport went County. This makes it possible
i::t:::.;: d economic nerds. The department Is
.V.ncri"i.ii ( ruhitsiasm.
to Denver Wednesday to arrange for the'mcmbers of thip . Council In Inutility, Iiitt'ivstliui exoivici's In tin' 'preparing to suggest to the slate highollUv;!
way departments the preparation of a
for the transfer of the Ford
to get together and 'a'. tend to open uir, Willi pimplo (litis,
tlliloto', lift' fcliedule. of work for the federal aid
mid men, li!:o trained
to Mr. Wildman and the the business properly without rondy for tltelr tusks. ForbliWen Hie
projects for 1018 lu line with this pol- rest of tho deal is already made. the 135 mile trip to Mora and iiw of strong drink nnl protected by icy",
..
Hoad construction and maintenance
Will Davenport will move to his gets the principal agricultural HtriDRent recula lions ttR:tiiLt Rrxti.'iL
vil8, mid eupixirted by llielr own
o U annual;
farm which ha purchased some district under the management of moriil couriigp, their pioil behavior Is In the United States involve
expenditure of about $:W0,0U0,0.I0.
time since from Jira Galey, ad- thoso who know its' needs.
the iubject of most fitvomblc comThe department of labor Is arrang-- ,
joining his wife's homestead
ing to bring Into the United States:
The council consists of the ments, especially by onr allies. American motherg may reft assured that ,110,000 laborers for railroad and fiirmj
and will become a tractor-farme- r
following citizens their mns are a credit to them and to Iwork, from Torto Rico and the Virgin;
this Roy- - .
with Wildman'sl2-20I.H.C- .
Messrs. F. A. Roy, R. the nation, and they may well look islands, according to Louis V. Post.j
Lopez, F. S, Brown, forward to the proud day when on (he assistant secretary of the department'
summer. Jess has plans which he
(battlefield these uplendld men will
j
will carry out also after released
Wm. G. Johnson, R. E. i.flhed a new luster on American mon- - 'of labor.
Mr. Post declares there Is no nece
I
from the Garage. We will record
Alldredge, and G. R. hooa."
ally for Importing common labor froirii
'
I
the complete deal next week.
Abernathy,
i'
Mexico or China. Porto Rico is atj
Manufacturen of mid dealers In agrlcultural territory nnd yet has j
Fred Brown is acting as referee Mill- sW. H. McCarger and
'
commercial feeds for live ttoclc, cattle density of population exceeded by ontyj
n the trade.
Alex Berentz,
.and hogs must secure licenses tinder three states.. A considerable surpt"
.the food administration by February
Abbott- - J, Rincker,
workers exists oa. the, Island. Tti
10. Tbis cover baled hay, shelled and
can furnish 100,000 laborers, mid thej
SolahqRoss,
Walter
.
ear corn and roany other commodity-intendeThe Odd Fellows Lodge of Roy
Virgin .islands can send 10,000 mcrei
Mosqueb'L. W. Wilson and Will
for usé as feeds or as
is planning for a "Service Flag"
Arrangements are being made &
'
In mixed feeds.
The only
Lx)fthv
bring over 50,000 men as soon as ton
to drape in the hall in honor of
exception! are for millers manufactur-to- t nage te'avtillable.
I

a

Bob Ervien, State Land Com'r.
is giving away free garden seeds
now. If you are too bashful to
write clear to Washington for
seeds you can write Bob and get
them just the same.

Cai'HEiTU-V"- .

Roy Garage Sold District Council

--

friends afterward.
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Admission, 3."e. and 25c.

the

PRAISES

Although space Is extremely
tlon.
vnlinilile r.boiird transports, they have
been provided with bookcases holding
colli clions of books which are used
'
us ciniiliitltig libraries on the way
MOTHERS MAY REST ASSURED over. The c;isvs are emptied at port
of debarkation and the hooks sent to
j
the men in th, field.
As it im an of further Increasing Iho
Feed Manufacturers and Dealers Must
supply of books among the oversea 1
C:cure Liscnccs ty February 13
have
New Conrees AíMcd to Medical forces, the association plans to
u book In hU kit,
carry
soldier
culi
Training Camp?.
.to be put in circulation when hu

A Splendid Program by Home Talent.

Q.T.

KuumelK will lie restricted by the!
manufacturers to cij;ht aliados, floor
point to eight, roof and barn paint .to
two, shingle Ftiiins to -, carriage
varnishes

HE SAYS THEY LEAD CLEANER
LIVES THAN EVER DID Ar-'SIMILAR CODY OF MEN

I.O.O.F. Hall, ROY, Friday, February 22Ú,
8, p. m:v

(on the

IS
ins

"Ye Okie Tyme Concerté"

Sam Slusher, formerly Of Roy,
now of Pineville, Kentucky has
Appointment of School Funds, its members now in the army and
enrolled in the Rahe's Auto and For the County Of Moral"Nr,"M" navy..' Seven member óf the
Tractor School in Kansas City, fl Milnor Rudulph, Supenndent lodge are now in the service of
thorough of Schools for;
Mo., and will take-said County, do Uncle Sam and mofé
and hereby certify that I have duly
automobile,
truck
in
course
soon' be called, Theif dues are
tractor engineering.
apportioned the school fund of cared for by the Grand Lodge
said County on this 14th day of and the Subordinate will take
Dr. Murdoch, dentist and Mr. February 1918.
The amount this method of keeping them in
Taylor drove down from Springer $11862. is County Taxes now
remembrance.
Saturday and held a School of In- paid in.
struction for the Masons of Roy
Milnor Rudulph.
Chas. Burks has closed up the
who are getting ready to be offi
County Superintendent' Home Restaurant and quit the
cers of the new Masonic Lodge Dist
Am't
Am't business. It required too close
Diet
"
when it is instituted. They are 1
$1380.
81
$102. , financing to make both ends meet
'
getting started in the New Mex 2
340.80
32
114.
in the feeding business.
ico branch of Masonry which has 3
67.20
33 1548.
not been garbled to such an ex- 4
198.' 366.40
The boys of the eighth grade
84
v
tent but that it can be recognized 5
well as the girls are learning
as
'324.
80.
'35
in places by those who knew the 6
264.
to
37
knit and some of them are
120.
ritual in other states. They had a 7
88.40
38
73.20 developing considerable skill. It
large class and made a good start 8
108. ..
39
70.80 is to count as a credit for them
in the work.
10
56.40
40
90.00 in Manuel Training.

M. Conner and wife and Mrs.
N. M.,Applegate and daughter,
Beryl, drove to Roy Sunday and
attended church. They visited

31

Red Cross

Number ó

Hum.

2H.

Miss

S--

brother; Edgar7

h'F.HRUARY

3

SocietyJDoings

m

Saturday.

New Mexico,

16
17
18
19
20
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

.

408.
"
1269.
228.
150.
75.60

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

31,20
99.
44.40
435.60
51.
210.
391.60
132.
120.
63.60
;

51

52
53
54
55
56

52.80
63.60

57

268.80

60

'
,

61

,

R. C. Grunig,

159.60
324.
92.40
68.40
67.20
144.
141.60
150.
76.80
160.80
140.40
120, .
120.
48.
150.
150.
63.60
152.40
176.40

Deputy Sheriff

of Roy and Village Marshall,
Clerk of the Federal Farm Loan
Association, Expert thresherman
Mechanician and endowed with a
lot of practical good sense along
with it all, has received, unsolicited, the appointment of "Deputy

Weight Master" for the district
of Mora County east of Red
River, from the chief of that department, Sheriff' Patricio Sanchez, of Mora.
He tested out
the scales in Roy and will, visit
all the towns along the line in

that capacity,
R6i

M.

.

Mrf

.

.

'

!

.

They were welcome callers at
tnis omce ana miss Misner. joir.- ed our long list of readers, She
is a stenographer and a very
bright young lady,

to lie licensed.

of returned soldiers coutemphttexi
placing them tiioii the land. At re-- !
cent conference between the common-- !
.wealth and the state authorities, id
was decided that each Mate would!
have to find the Inud, while the commonwealth government would advaucej
up to $2.433 to Improve the holding of)
each returned soldier and to procnrei
the necessary stock áud Implements.!
In this state it was deemed tlist thej
'crown land would Hve too .difficult
,o Improve t attraPt returned soldiers, and It was decided to purchase,
large estates and divide them
small farms and to use the money ad-- j
vanced by the commonwealth goverti-- j
inent for' buildings, fences and too!.!
The money expended by the stale inj
purchasing the. land, as well as the!
money advanced by the commonwealth!
for Improvements, Is a lien upon thej
property and must be repaid in tnnll!
annual payments. It was nlso decided!
by the commonwealth
to advaucuj
money to returned soldiers who mayj
desire to rent land. P.llls will be ln-- j
'troduced Into ihe various parliaments
at once so tbat this scheme can be!
put Into operation throughout Aus
(ralla."

Ten new eotlon are Included In the
couraes for officers In medical traln-incamps at Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.;
nnd Fort Hiley, Ks. Fort ÍUley has
a capacity of 7,000 men, and enlarc-"feítn- t
oí the school at Fort Oglethorpe
Taylor Browning went to Daw- to the sanie size has been authorised,
present capacity being .1,600. The
son Sunday to look for a job, He lt
pltiisale needs of the medical departhas graduated from the Roy Wa- ment of the amy look to fralnlng
ter Wagon, which he has driven cflBip with capacities totaling 35,000,
x

v

-'

40,000 officers and men.
for many years until he has be- toThere hare
been graduated from,
come one of the seeming fixtures madleal training camp since June 1,
or are now under Instruction, about
of the town.
-

up-Int-

"

9,000 officers and 20,000 enlisted men.
Various groups now In active service
have been trained, Including officers,
and men, to operate ambulance companies, field hospitals, evacuation hospitals, base hospitals, and hospital

We have rushed and slighted
our regular work this week and
Wednesday
printed the
will
morning
so
be sure to trains.
that
it
Rev. Heaton proposes an ad
get
back in
be
we
out
if
don't
ditional "less day" and will ask
For work Id the enlisted Veterinary
office
will
The
run as
time.'.
that "Wind" be the prefix for it
corps, 2,000 men not subject to call unlaw, are wantThe last week prompted this de usual in charge of "The Devil" der the
ed. They will be assigned to duty In
until our return.
sire.
S-- A.

selectlve-aervtc-

e

veterinary hospitals and for other purposes in the corps. Service overseas
U. S. Marshall Delgado, of can be expected shortly.
There is particular demand for vetSanta Fe, was here Saturday
erinary
and agricultural students,
fiuppoenaing witness for the
farmers, stablemen and others accusin a case of the U. S. vs tomed to handling horses. A few men
Newbern N. Durett of Solano, of the following occupations will also
where it is sought to deprive be accepted: Horseshoers, saddlers,
pharmacists, cooks, typists and stenoghim of his homestead through raphers.
Pay for enlisted men snd noncomProtesting his final proof.
missioned officers ranges from $.'10 to
witnesies are Judge S5B
a month, food, clothing, and quarFoster, and Irvin Ogden, Sr. of ters. Applications for enlistment can
Roy, C. J. Burton, Jack P, Mills be made at any army recruiting of-

The trial of Chas. Weatherill,
who was arrested for protecting
a prisoner in his charge from his
sworn enemies, which was to
have been held at Wagon Mound
Monday was called off, and he
was not compelled to go over
there. It must have dawned on
some people that there are some
things too raw to be pulled off
safely even across the river. We
and Walter Ross, of Solano. The
are glad in this instance that it
State witnesses are F. M. Hughes
stopped where it did.
D. Talbott, Joe Garcia, Antonio
Mescarenas, of Solana and an
The Mills Developer of last
inspector. The trial starts Thurs
week publishes an apparently
day, the 21st at Santa Fe.
truthful story of the shooting
case up there last week.
We
have heard much of the case and
A letter from Alfred Daven
are not surprised jthatthe people port, from Camp Karney says
have had enough "rouglTnecking. he is alright and getting alorg
fine. He misses the Lodges here
that he was wont to attend re
George Mannatt, of Carnforth
gularly and gets his
every
concluded his visit at the G. R.
week which is better than some
Abernathy home last week and
of his other correspondents do for
returned to Iowa. He had visitim. He also talks of gett'ng a
ed his brother ar Doming before
furlough and coming, back l o
coming here.
visit before long, and sends some
Camp poetry.

.

nt
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'Hv'-tX.h-

grains,'

and dealers la

bmn
coats
i
,
Ethel Jtfarper, P. M. of f wjw have already beea placed, ,ndei
Mills," and Miss 'Marian E. Misner
a .reccifr report macic iy the United
y
vw4 nutminmmiiuH iiceusw,
t
ippllraUonf for license should be Ktafes consul In Tasmania, an Island!
came down to Roy Saturday even
addrewied to the license dlWslou, ITood
slate of Australia, Includes .the folloW
ing to attend the ' dance that AdmlnletraUou, Washington,' J). CL l"g:
The general scheme for the repatrl-- j
night, returning home Sunday. fptfdfyinj the nature of the business

..

.

Indi-

fice.
One of the functions of the newly
established war service exchange will
lie to answer inquiries of persons desiring to serve in the tinny. It will
nlso' keep Informed of needs of the
various brunches of the service as to
lH'rsonnel, and direct suitable persons
as to where and how to apply, and will
with the department of la
bor and other agencies In locating and
supplying men needed for speclnl purposes by various branches of the service.
Inquiries

regarding enlistment opportunities, etc., should lie addressed
to the War Service Kxehnnge, room
War. nnd Navy Building,
Washington, I). C.

520, Slnle.
v

j

To conserve, tin, linseed oil, and oth- -'
Ingredients of paint and paint eoá- tftlners necessary for war use, manu- .facture, will, bellmited to 82 shadaa
of house paint after 'July 1. 8om

ffr5. f

U3

.?S

For purposes of operation railroads!
of the United States have been placed1
In three divisions, as follows;
Bastera Railroads. The railroads in
that portion of the United Stat.? north
of the Ohio nnd Potomac rivers and
east of Lake Michigan and the
ana-Illinois
slate line; ulso those
railroads In Illinois extending Into It
from points east uf the Indiamt-JUi-'Istate line; also the Chesapeake
A Ohio, the Norfolk & Western, and
.
the irgiiuaii railways.
Soiilliern Railroads.
All railroads)
lu that portion of the United States!
Kouth of Iho Ohio and Potomac riversj
mid east of the Mississippi river, ex- ecpt the Chesapeake & Ohio, Norfolk'
& Western, and the Virginian railways.!
and also those railroads in Illinois ami
Indiana extending Into those slates
from points soulli uf the Ohio river.
Western Railroads. All railroads'
not Included in the above definitions;
and, broadly speaking, all railroads In,
the territory west of. Lake Michlgmii
and of the Indiana-Illinoi- s
stale line,
to 'the Ohio river and west of the Mississippi river from the Ohio river to'
the Oulf of Mexico, excepting those
railroad
lu Illinois Included In east- em territory and I hose railroads, in
Illinois and Indiana Included In south- -'
crn territory, as shove stated.
:

Aecordlng to information received In
vimh,MK,0ll,
u
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-Klnzie met the Issue fairly. "I dont
of the
p"""
"uro
"k
yet,
you
you
do
Mr.
But
I
know
Smith;
but
can't
that
borrow money from him without secur- know Colonel Baldwin, here, and I
ity, if that's what you're aiming to do." guess I'll take a chance on things at
"Can't we?" smiled the young man they stand. I'll keep my stoclT."
who knew banks and bankers. "Let's
The new secretary's smile was rather
go and see. You may introduce me to patronizing than grateful.
"As you please, Mr. Klnzle, of
Klnzle as your acting financial secretary, If you like. Now one more ques- course," be said smoothly. "But I'm
tion : What Is KInzie's attitude toward going to tell you frankly that you'll
keep it at your own risk. I am not
Tlmanyonl Ditch?"
"At first be was all kinds of friend- sure what plan will be adopted, but I
ly; he Is a stockholder In a small way. assume it will be amortization and a
But after a while he began to cool retirement of the stock of the original
The voting control of the
down a little, and now well, I don't company.
know;' I hate to think It of Dave, but old stock we already have, as you
I'm afraid he's leaning the other way, know."
The banker pursed his Hps until the
He
toward these Eastern fellows.
tried to cover Stanton's tracks In the stubbly gray mustache stood out
from Gardner and Boi- stiffly. Then he cut straight to th
ling."
heart of the matter.
"You mean that there will be a ma"That Is natural, too," said Smith,
jority pool of the old stock, and that
whose point of view was always
la any battle of business. the pool will Ignore those stockholders
The big company would be a better who don't come In?"
"Something like that" sold Smith
customer for the bank than your little
SURE CURE.
one could ever hope to be. I guess pleasantly. And then: "We're going
that's all for the present If 'you're to be generously liberal, Mr. Klnzle;
Baldwin's
ready, we'll go down and face the we are giving Colonel
friends a fair chance to come in out
music."
"By Janders I" said the colonel with of the wet Of course, if they refuse
an open smile ; T believe you'd Just as to come in If they prefer to stay
soon tackle a banker as to eat your out"
Klnzle was smiling sourly.
dinner; and I'd about as soon take a
"You'll have to take care of your
Come on; I'll steer
horsewhipping.
you up against Dave, but I'm telling own banker, won't you, Mr. Smith?" he
you right now that the steering Is asked, "Why don't you loosen up and
about all you can count on from me." tell a little more? What have you
It was while they were crossing the fellows got up your sleeve, anyway?"
At this, the new financial mnnager
street together that Mr. Crawford
Stanton had his third morning caller, slacked off on the hawser of secrecy
man with a little Just a little.
a thickset barrel-bodie- d
"Mr. Klnzle, we've got the biggest
little piglike eyes, closely cropped hair,
a bristling mustache, .and a wooden thing, and the surest that ever came
leg of the homemade Sort The men to Tlmanyonl Park; not in futures,
of the camps called the cripple "Peg-leg- " mind you, but In facts already as good
or "Blue Pete" indifferently, as accomplished. If It were necessary
though not to his face. For though as it isn't I could go to New York to-the fat face was always relaxed in a
tsmile, the crippled sa
loonkeeper was of those who kill with
"You'll forget you ever loved me
ivlthin a month."
the knife.
Stanton looked up from his disk
"Not unless you marry me."
of the cripple's
when the
step came In from the street
The Parrot's Welcome.
-"Hello, Simms," he said, in curt
A. E. Clark, editor of the City Bull- rgreeting. "Want to see me? Sit
letin of Columbus, O., was with a
1
down."
friend who was campaigning for the
Simms threw the brim of his soft
Bed Cross. The friend knocked at a
hat up with a backhanded stroke and
door and a voice unid: "Come iu."
shook his head. "It ain't worth while;
Ills friend tried the door, then
and I gotta get back to camp. I blew
shouted: "It's locked!"
In to tell y'u there's a fella out there
"Come In," repeated the voice, and
that needs th' sandbag."
the campaigners replied :
"Who is it?"
"It's locked."
"Fella name Smith. He's showln'
"Come In."
'em how to cut too many corners
"It's locked."
he calls it First thing
At that point a woman put her head
they know, they'll get the concrete up
out jif a window next .door and said:
'' "There's no one at home.
to where the high water won't bu'st it
You're
out."
talking to the parrot"
Stanton's laugh was impatient
"Don't make any mistake of that
She Misunderstood.
sort, Simms," he said. "We don't want
Jack I am proud to 'say my grand
'
Going
Ver)
Cut
to
Not
Ar
"We
the dam destroyed; we'd work Just
father made his mark In the world.
Deeply."
as bard as they would to prevent that
Jane Well, I suppose he wasn't the
All we want is to have other people
put a million dollars behind only man in those days who couldn't
day
and
think it's likely to go out think it
'
write his name.
our reorganization plan In twenty-fou- i
hard enough to keep them from put hours. You'd say so yourself If I wen
ting up any more money. Let that go,
Beit He Could Say..
at liberty to explain.. But again we'n
Is there any more fresh talk among dodging
"What nbout the bride's culinary ef
and wasting your time and
'
the men?" Stanton prldad. himself a
'
ours. Think the matter over abdul forts?" :;
little upon the underground wire-pu- ll
"Well, she can make Ice cream that
your stock and let 'me know befon
Ing which bad resulted in putting
noon. It's rather cruel to hurry yot melts In your mouth."
Simms on tho ground as the keeper of
so,
but time Is precious with us and'
canteen. It was
the construction-cam- p
Of Course Not.
"You1 sit right down there, younj
lisway
keeping
a
of
a fairly original
Harry Do you think that money Is
put a little of this precious
man,
and
tening ear open for the camp gossip.
time of yours against mine," said Kin necessary to happiness?
"Little," said the cripple briefly. zle, pointing authoritatively, at the
Helen Not If one has unlimited
fella Smith's chair which Smith had Just vacated credit.
"This here blink-blanbeen tell In Williams that I ort to be
thai
'Ton mustn't go off at half-cocrun off th' reservation ; says th' booze way. You'll need a bank here to d(
Watch Us Constantly.
puts the brake on for speed."
"They say opportunity knocks only
business with, won't you?"
"So It does," agreed Stanton mus
Smith did not sit down. Instead, he once at every man's door."
ingly. "But I guess yon can stay a
He advertises right
"Nonsense.
smiled genially and fired his final shot
íonger.
I have a notion that
while
we shan't need i along In the various magazines."
"No,
Mr.
Klnzie;
Smith's been sent here by some outfit
local bank not as a matter of abso
that means to buck us. If he hasn't
A Tactical Retreat
necessity.- In fact on some ac
lute
any backing"
"John, what Is the proletariat?"
counts I don't know but that It wouK
The Interruption was the hurried in be better for us not to have one."
"It's er rer, well, something I
coming of the young man with sleepy
wouldn't
like to explain while the
"Sit down,'' Insisted the bank presl children are around,1 my
eyes and the cigarette stains on his
dear."
; and this time he would take w
dent
fingers, and for once In a way he Was
abruptly
upot
turned
Then
he
... Equivocal.
stirred out of his customary attitude denial.
Baldwin, who had been playing hli
had
"We
Some finé' 'old punch at our
of cynical Indifference.
part of the silent listener letter-pe- r
house the other day."
"Smith and Colonel Baldwin are
,
"I know you had. ; My husband came
over yonder In KInzie's private office," feet..
"Baldwin,, we are old friends, and T( home full of It."
he reported hastily. "Before they shut
you to the limit on any proposithe door I heard Baldwin introducing trust
doesn't ask for more thai
Smith as the new acting financial sec tion that
FICKLE.
honestj
the
comretary of the Tlmanyonl Ditch
How much is this young friend of oun
pany!"
talking through his hat?"
"Not any, whatever, Dave. He's go)
CHAPTER IX.
the goods." Baldwin was wise enougl
to limit himself carefully as to quon
When Greek Meets Greek.
Smith allowed himself ten brief sec tity in his reply.
Again the banker made a cómica
onds for a swift
of the
stocklly built man bristle brush of his cropped mustache
"I want your business, Dexter; I'v
with a gray face and stubbly mustache
sitting In the chair of authority at the got to have It. But I'm goin'g to b
Brewster City National before he chose plain with you. You two are asking
me to believe that you've gone outsidt
his line of attack.
"We are not going to cut very deeply and dug up a new bunch of backers
Into your time this morning, Mr. Kln That may be all right, but Tlmanyonl
Ditch has struck a pretty big bone thai
zle," he began when the
had given him his cue. "You know the maybe your new backers know about
history of Tlmanyonl Ditch up to the and maybe they don't You've had a
present and well, to cut out the de lot of bad luck, so far; getting youi
tails, there is to be a complete reor land titles cleared, and all that; and
ganization of the company on a new you're going to have more. Tve "
It was Smith's turn again and he cul
basis, and we are here to offer to take
your personal allotment of the stock In smartly.
off your hands at par for cash. Colonel
Baldwin has stipulated that his friends
The next Installment describes
In the original deal must be protected,
"Do you think you could be true to
a sharp clash between Stanton
and"
one
man for a lifetime?"
and Smith. The fight ceases to
"Here, here hold on," interrupted
'I surely could, but not to the sam
merely
be
a
and
battle
of
wits
"you're
hitting
president;
it
the bank
one."
becomes deadly and desperate
up a little bit too fast for me, Mr.
and bloody.
Smith. Who are you, and whereabouts
Grammar.
do you hold forth when you are at
Tou say a klas must be a noun;
ed

believes

In the resoé;

country and all

The Real Man
By FRANCIS LYNDE
iCopxrighi by Chas. Scrlbner'i Sou)

JOHN SMITH, THE NEW FINANCIAL SECRETARY
ANYONI DITCH COMPANY, MAKES

A PLAN TO

stock-buyin-

OF TIM

PUT

THE CONCERN ON ITS FEET, BUT ENEMIES ARE
HARD AT WORK TO THWART

HIM.

Synopsis, J. Montague Smith, cashier of Lawrencevllle Bank and
Trust company, society bachelor engaged to marry Verda Elchlandcr,
heiress, knocks his employer, Watrous Dunham, senseless, leaves him
for dead and flees the state when Dunham accuses Smith of dishonesty and wants him to take the blame for embezzlement actually committed by Dunham. Several weeks later, Smith appears as a tramp
at a town la the Rocky mountains and gets a laboring Job la an irrigation ditch construction camp. Els Intelligence draws the attention
of Williams, the superintendent, who thinks he can use the tramp,
John Smith, in a inore important place. The ditch company Is in hard
Unes financially because eastern financial Interests are working to undermine the local crowd headed by Colonel Baldwin and take over
valuable property. Smith finally accepts appointment as financial secretary of Baldwin's company. He has already struck up a pleasant
acquaintance with Corona Baldwin, the colonel's winsome daughter.
CHAPTER VIII, Continued.
"You followed?" queried Stantosv
Tes, and when I got there the"
colonel was shut up in Williams' office with a fellow named Smith. When
I got a place to listen In they were
getting ready to quit, and the colonel

was saying: That settles it, Smith;
you've got to come over Into' I didn't
catch the name of the place 'and help

us.'"

plained. "In modern business it is the
process of extinguishing a corporation: closing It up and burying it in
another and bigger one, usually. That
is what we must do with Tlmanyonl
Ditch."
Tm getting you, a little at a time,"
said the colonel, taking his first lesson
In high finance as a duck takes to the
water. Then he added : "It won't take
much of a lick to kill off the old company, in the shape It's got into now.
How will you work It?"
Smith hod the plan at his fingers'
ends. With the daring of all the perils
had come a fresh access of fighting
fitness that made him feel as if he
could cope with anything.
we must ciose up the company's
affairs and then reorganize promptly
and, with just as little noise as may
be, form another company which we
will cal! Tlmanyonl High Line end
let it take over the old outfit, stock,
liabilities and assets entire. You say
your present capital stock Is one hun
dred thousand dollars. This new com
pany that I am speaking of will be
capitalized at, say, an even half mil
lion. To the present holders of Timanyonl Ditch we'll give the new stock
for the old, share for share, with
bonus of twenty-fiv- e
shares of the new
stock for every twenty-fiv- e
shares of
the old surrendered and exchanged.
This will be practically giving the pres
ent shareholders two for one. Will

g

good-nature- d

3

Again the gentleman with the sharp
reflecJaw took time for narrow-eye- d
tion.
TooTl terre to switch over from the
colonel to this fellow Smith for the
present, Shaw," he decided, at length.
Ton look him up and do It quick."
The young man glanced up with a
faint warming of avarice in his sleepy
eyes. "It'll most likely run Into money
for expenses," he suggested.
"For graft, you mean," snapped
Stanton. Then be had it out with this
second subordinate In crisp English.
Tm onto you with both feet, Shaw;
every crook and turn of you. More
than that, I know why you were fired
out of Maxwell's office; you've got
sticky fingers. That's all right with
me up to a certain point, but beyond
that point you get off. Understand!"
Shaw made no answer in direct
terms, but if his employer had been
eyes, he
watching the heavy-liddemight have seen la them the shadow
of a thing much more dangerous than that satisfy them?"
plain dishonesty : a passing shadow of
Tills time Colonel Dexter Baldwin's
the fear that makes for treachery smile was grim.
when the sharp need for
"You're Just Juggling now, John,
arises.
and you know it Out here on the
"I'll try to find out about the hobo," woolly edge of things a dollar is Just
a plain iron dollar, and yon can't make
he said, with fair enough
and after he had rolled a fresh ciga- It two merely by calling it so."
rette he went away to begin the min'Never you mind about that," cut in
ing operations which might promise the new financier. "At two to one for
to unearth Smith's record.
the amortization of the old company
It was ten o'clock when Shaw left we shall still have something like
office ia the Hophra three hundred thousand dollars treashe
Souse block. Half an hour earlier ury stock upon which to realize for the
Smith had come to town with the new capital needed, and that will be
colonel In the roadster, and the two amply sufficient to complete the dam
had shut themselves up in the and the ditches and to provide a fight
colonel's private room In the Tlraan-yon- l Ing fund. Now then, tell me this : how
Ditch company's town office in near can we come to placing that
the Barker building, which was two treasury stock right here in Timansquares down the street from the Ho- yonl Park? It's up to us to keep this
phra house.
promptly, thing in the family, so to speak ; and
Summoned
Martin, the bookkeeper, had brought the moment we go into other markets
In his statements and balance sheets, we are getting over Into the enemy's
country.
I'm not saying that the
money couldn't be raised in New
York; but if we should go there, the
trust would have an underhpld on us,
right from the start"
"I see," said the colonel, who was
Indeed seeing many things that his
simple-hearte-d
philosophy had never
dreamed of ; and then he answered the
' (ti.HA.
.
ttrrv,
1 tn
I
i
uieub ijuesuuu.
ui
lucio ta pieuiy
money right here in the TImanyonls."
Smith nodded. He was getting his
second wind now, and the race prom
ised to be a keen Joy.
"But they would have to be 'shown,'
you think?" he suggested. "All right;
we'll proceed to show them. Now we
can come down to present necessities,
We've got to keep the work going
and speed it up to the limit: we ought
to double Williams' force at once put
on a night shift to work by electric
light"
The colonel blinked twice and swal
lowed hard.
"Say, John," he said, leaning across
"you've sure got your
the table-desnerve with you. Do you know our
Try to Find Out About the Hobo." present bank balance is under five
thousand dollars, and a good part of
and the new officer, who was as yet that Is owing to the cement people!"
without a title, had struck out his
"Never mind; don't get nervous,"
plan of campaign.
was the reassuring rejoinder. "We are
"Amortization,' is the word, colo- going to make it bigger in a few minnel," was Smith's prompt verdict after utes, I hope. Who is your banker
be had gone over Martin's summaries. here?"
home?"
The best way to get at it now Is to "Dave Klnzle of the Brewster City Smith laughed easily. "If we were
wipe the slate clean and begin over National."
trying to borrow money of you, we
again."
Tell me a little something nbout might have to go into preliminaries
The ranchman president was chuck- Mr. Klnzle before we go down to aee and particulars, Mr. Klnzle. We are
ling soberly.
him ; Just brief him for me as a man, not alone in the fight for the water
"Once more voull have to show I mean."
rights on the other side of the river,
me, John," he said. "We folks out
The colonel was shaking his head as yon know, and until we are safely
here In the hills are not up In the slowly.
fortified we shall have to be prudently
Wall street crinkles."
He's what yon might call a twenty- - cautious. What we want to know now
"You don't know the word? It ton optimist, Dave is; solid, a little Is this: Will you let us protect you by
Means to scrap the old machinery to slow and sur, bat the biggest boomer taking your Tlmanyonl Ditch stock at
toak mm for the new," Smith ex In the West,-I- f yon can get him start-- 1 parr
d
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Pleasant Pellets and get no other!
As They Say In the Army.
Overheard In the car:
Bella Halloa, Peter, whaur did you

spring frae?
I'eter Ach, Pm oot o' work.
Bella Oot o' work, are ye? Whit
are ye gaun to due?
Peter I havena settled yet I'm
thlnkln' o' npplyln' for a Job as valet
to a munition worker.
Piles Cured In to 14 Dsys
refund monorlf PAZO 01NTMBNT fall
to cure Itching. Blind, BlnMlIng or Protruding PUN.
fust application sitae roliul. Wo.

Drnlt

An Uncertain Birthday.
He Is a trifle absent-mindebut a
most dutiful brother and he congratu-

lated himself that he had never yet
missed sending his sister greetings for
her birthday. .Feeling that her birthday was imminent, but not certain
whether it was the sixteenth or seventeenth, he dispatched his usual card
a few days ago. To make certain of
avoiding mistakes, however, he omitted the date.
A few days later he received a note
from his sister, saying that she realized she was pld enough to be called
of uncertain age, and so she presumed
the date of her birth was growing correspondingly
uncertain, but. three
birthday cards from him In one month
was a little too much, even for her,
and would he please change from birthday to Christmas or Easter greetings,
as the little town, in which she lived
was very gossipy, and so many' birthdays might occasion talk. Indianapolis News.

.
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real-esta-

Our boys are defending this country
bn the high seas and on the land. Our
own defense against a common enemy
is to keep the system clean by ridding
the body of the toxins, or poisons, which
are bred In the intestines. When you
feel tired, sleepy, headachy, when your,
breath is offensive, or pimples appear
on the face and neck, It Is time to recognize the danger and protect your bodily
health by taking something for the liver
such as Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets.
The machinery of the body needs to
be oiled, kept In good condition, Just as
the guns or machinery of a ship. Why
should a human person neglect his own
machinery more than that of his automobile or his guns? Yet most people
Their tongue
do neglect themselves.
has a dark brown color, skin sallow,
breath bad, yet they fail to see that
their machinery needs attention.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets have
been known for nearly half a century.
leaves of
They are made of
aloe and Jalap, made Into a tiny pellet
and coated with sugar. They are standard and efficacious. You can obtain
them at any drug store In vials for
twenty-fiv- e
cents. Ask for Dr. Pierce's

.

.

.

Retribution.
It. D. Cooper, president of the Dairymen's league, said at a banquet In
New York

:

"Fanners should marry. A bachelor
No farmer,
farmer Is a solecism.
though, should marry a wife as he
buys a tractor for the work he, can
get out of her."
Mr. Cooper smiled.

"The farmer who marries," he ended,
"thinking lie can do nothing without a
wife, Is npt to discover afterward that
he can do nothing with her."
Usually It's the want of opportunity
that enables a man to boast of his honesty.
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Roots Must Have Room.

I've really no compunction
To tell you that your parta of speech
Are mixed 'tis a conjunction.

The yield of cotton is dependent
upon the number of flowers we are
able to Induce the plant to form, and
root space is necessary to flowering.
The cotton plant's normal rooting may
occupy two square yards of earth,
which s several tíes more than given
It in practice, and the yield may often
be reduced by this tact as the roots
tost Irterlan,

"I understand your servant has noti
fied you that she is going to quit
work."
"Not exactly," said Mrs. Crosslots.
"She hasn't been working to speak of
Now she has anfor some weeks.
nounced that she doesn't Intend even
to associate with usi"

(TO BJfl CONTINUED.)

-- Pitt Panther.

The Departure.

A Baked
Cereal Food
Different from the usual
run of toasted or steam
cooked cereals.

Grape-Hut- s
is baked in giant

ovens-ba- ked

for nearly twenty
hours under accurate con
ditions of heat, so that the
whole wheat and malted
barley flours may develop
their full, rich sweetness.
You don't need sugar on
Grape-Nuts.-

,,
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

That Woke Her.
The visitor had dropped In "Just for

Greatest
Human Vitalizer "fF
PERUNA-T- he

minute," but Khe remained about
lliree hours after the minute was up.
Little Freddie had formed several
plans, the execution of which must be
postponed till the depurture of his
mother's guest, so he sat quietly thinkn
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which the German parties are powerless."

NEWS REVIEW OF
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Becomes a General Nuisance.
"Vn man dot's always bossln'
around," sold Uncle Ebon, "Is liable
to git folks so interested dot dey neglects delr work to listen to 111 m tulk."
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Jugo-Slav-

Catarrh
of Head
Thought
I Must
Dio.

greatest human vitalizer."

Now

Those who object to liquid medicines oan seoure Peruna tablets.

ENTIRELYWELL

STRANGLES

Or Dlitrmprr III italltoni, brood marei, coin nd all othvra la
Th germ cauilng Ihn disraaa muat b remeat dfatrucllva.
Ta prevent Iba trouble
moved from (ha body of Iba animal.
the aama mtiat ba dona.

SPOHN'9 COM ROUND

Will do both cura the aick and prevent thoee "epoeé" from
having tha dliraee, 60 oenta and II a bottle; li and lit tba
All rirtiKflita, barnraa houere, or manufaoturera.
aoren.
POHlf MEDICAL CO, fttaaatectnrcra, Goahea, UtdL, V.SJL.

As Ago Advances the Liver Requires
Small PiTi, Small
Dose, Small
Price But
Great in
its Good

occasional alight stimulation.
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CONSTIPATION
algoator

Colorless Or Pale Faces usua,,y indlc",e
condition which will be greatly helped

th absence of Iron la

by Carter's Iron Pills

Win the War by Preparing the Land
Sowing the Seed and Producing Bigger Crops
Work in Joint Effort the Soil of the United States and Canada
FARMING Vt MAN POWER NECESSART
TO WIN THE BATTLE FOR LIBERTY

The Food Controller! of the United States and Canada are asking for
greater food production. Scarcely 100,000,000 bushels of wheat are avail
able to be sent to the allies overseas before the crop harvest. Upon the
efforts of the United States and Canada rests the burden of supply.
Eviry Available Tillable Acre Must Contribute) Every Available
Farmtr and Farm Hand Must Assist
Western Canada has an enormous acreage to be seeded, but man power
short, and an appeal to the United States allies is for more men for seeding operation.
is

Canada's Wheat Production Last Yiar was 225,000,000 Bushels; the
Demand From Canada Alone for 1918 Is 400,000,000 Bushels

To secure this she must have

She has the land but needs
every man who can
effectively help, to do farm work this year. It wants the land in the United
States developed first of course but it also wants to help Canada.
Whenever we find a man we can spare to Canada's fields after ours are supplied,
we want to direct him there.
,
Apply to our Employment Service, and we will tell you where you can
best serve the combined interests.
Western Canada's help will be required not later than April 5th. Waees
to competent help, 150.00 a month and up, board and lodging.
Those who respond to this appeal will get a warm welcome, good wages,
good board and find comfortable homes. They will get a rate oí one cent
a mile from Canadian boundary points to destination and return.
For particulars as to routes and places where employment may be had
apply to: U. S. EMPLOYMENT SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
the men.

assistance.

The Government of the United States wants

-'

.
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offended Mrs. Smith. Children will go
blurting out the truth without thinning, but they don't mean unythlng by
It."
Then Mrs. Smith recollected that she
had only three minutes In which to
catch the lost car home.

For a good many years The American
Tobacco Company have been conducting a
1913, Is said to have been selected to series of experiment
having as their
lead It Allied aviators report that the object the improvement of smoking
kaiser has gathered about 2,100,000 tobaccos.
men there and that elaborate rehearAnd it is interesting to know that one
sals are going on behind the lines.
of
the greatest of their discoveries was one
Where the blow will fall has not been
revealed, hut the commanders of the of the simplest, and that was, that cookinr
allied armies evince no fear that it or toasting tobacco improved it in ever
cannot be repulsed. They have made way, just as cooking most foods improve
every preparation that their skill and them.
resources permit and are sitting tight
They took a real Burley tobacco, grown
All feeilng-ou- t
movements by the ene in this country; toasted it as you would
my have been checked and the French
toast bread; moistened it to replace the
in their turn, have been making some
moisture driven off by toasting
natural
strong raids that carried them far In
made it into cigarettes, called them
to tue uennan lines. In every way
"LUCKY STRIKE, the toasted cigarette,"
possible the Germans have been seek
and offered them to the public.
ing to test the strength of the Amerl
can forces, and there are Indications
The result has been the greatest demand
that Pershing's men will be In the ever created for any tobacco product in a
thick of the lighting when Hindenburg similar length of time.
orders the forward movement.
The change produced by toasting is not
It is believed In Loudon, and hoped only most wholesome, but the flavor
by naval men, that Germany plans to
improved, just as cooking improves
combine a naval drive with her spring greatly
example. Adv.
for
meat,
offensive. The kaiser is supposed to
hove a number of "supersubmarlnes'
Aid in Emergency.
which have not yet been in operation
"Pld those speeches you delivered
and which may then be put to work
help anybody?"
Switzerland is growing very 'nerv
"Yes," sold Senator Sorghum.' "I
us with fear thut the kaiser will de
have no doubt some of the copies I hod
up
to
termine
tear
another scrap of printed were used for fuel."
paper and Invade her territory In order to attempt to turn the right flunk
Red Croia Pag Blue, much better, goes
of the French armies.
There have farther than liquid blue. Get from any
been large concentrations of German
grocer, aqt.
troops near the Swiss frontier, and
Advice.
Teutons in Zurich have openly boast
"My son, it Is ensy enough to be a
ed that the conquest of the little re
public would be a matter of but
promising young man."
few days. It was said skeleton govern
"Yes, father."
ments for the cantons already had
"Hut the trick in life Is not to prom
been prepared by the authorities in Ise, but to perform."
Berlin.
Imnartant ta Mathara
Just In case bis spring drive doesn't
Examine carefully every bottle of
succeed, as the allies are determined it
CASTORIA,
that famous old remedy
shall not, Wilhelm has been construct
children, and see that it
and
for
infants
ing most elaborate and extensive sys
Bears the
tems of defensive works back of his
present lines all the way from the Signature of
North sea to the Swiss frontier.
In Use for Over 30 Years,
vice Admiral Sims went to Rome Children Cry for Fletcher'a Castoria
last week, presumably to confer regarding plans to clear the Mediterra
Quite Literal.
nean of
which have worked
"What did the Jockey exclaim when
havoc there with allied shipping for a bis mount threw him and fell on top
long time.
of htm?"
"He sold : 'This is a horse on me- "
Efforts of the government to recruit
a great army of shipyard workers are
RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
meeting with considerable success, but
To half pint of water add 1 oz. Bay
the work of building our marine was
Rum, a malí box of Barbo Compound,
threatened by a prospective strike of and 4 oz. of glycerine. Any druggist can
50,000 members of the marine wood- put this up or you can mix it at home at
workers' union. They demanded $6.40 very little cost. Full directions for mak
a day Instead of the $4.80 allowed by ing and use come in each box of Barbo
Compound.
It will gradually darken
the shipping board, and the govern
faded gray hair, and make it soft
nient got busy at once to try to settle streaked,
and glossy. It will not color the scalp, is not
the dispute.
aticky or greasy, and doea not rub off. Adv.
Chairman Hurley of the shipping
board sent a telegram to the union
Like All Men.
heads warning them that the fathers
Hokus "I like a girl who Is re
who have sent their sons to war will served." Tokus "So do I, if she is renot long permit continued Interference served for me," Life.
with the shipping program and urging
that the workmen continue their labors
Official Approval.
and trust to the fairness of the wage
"He says I'm nice enough to eat."
adjustment board.
"Offlclul praise, my dear. He's food
Charges of gross mismanagement Inspector."
and reckless spending of money in
connection with the new government
shipyard at Hog Island, Pa., having
been made, the president ordered an
investigation to determine whether
there had been any crlminul misuse of
funds. Rear Admiral Bowles, general
manager of the Emergency Fleet corporation, said he was confident, all expenditures ordered by the board would
be vindicated. ,

According to an American correspondent In France, the peace program of
THE
WEEK Hindenburg, Ludendorff and the crown
prince, forced on Von Kuehimann and
the emperor, Includes the extending of
President Wilson More Hopeful of the East Prussian frontier, muking an
autonomous protectorate of the Baltic
provinces, dismembering Belgium and
Austrian Peace Than Is
annexing or otherwise controlling the
Lloyd George.
Industrial region of
northern France. The question of
Poland apparently Is left to Austria.
AGAIN SETS FORTH DEMANDS
Meanwhile Trolzky and his bolshevik comrades have handed Germany a
hard nut to crack. Flatly refusing to
Bolshevikl Perplex the Germans fey sign a peace treaty, they declured the
war with the central powers, so far aw
Abandoning the War Without SignRussia Is concerned, has ended. They
ing Treaty Ukraine Makes Sepa,
decline to fight longer against the
rate Peace All Ready for West
workers and peasauts of Germany and
Front Offensive.
Austria. 'Simultaneously, the complete
demobilization of the Russian armleH
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
was ordered, although It was reported
President Wilson believes Count that this order was immediately counCzernln meant what he seemed to say termanded and that the reorganization
In his recent speech on peace, and of the Red guard was begun. At first
still hopes Austria-Hungarmay be the people of Germany and Austria
separated from Germany and that the hailed this great "victory" with extrav
war may be brought to an end with, agant Joy, but In a few hours they and
out a great deal more of fighting.
their governments began to wonder
e
Premier
believes that what It would avail them. They cannot
In Its real substance the Czernln ad obtain treaty recognition for their In
dress was as uncompromising as that tended annexations on the east front,
of Chancellor von Hertllng and that and they are far from sure that it will
the allied war council at Versailles be safe to move to the west all or near
was right when It declared peace must ly all their troops. As the bolshevik
leaders long ago admitted, the Teutons
be won by force of arms.
In his address to congress on Mon- can easily push a long way into Rus
4ay Mr. Wilson enunciated the four sla, but what ultimate good will that
ardiñal principles to which he said do thewi
The bolshevikl always have
the enemy must agree before general
they are operating, not for
peace pourparlers can be begun. Brief
the benefit of Russia or any other na
ly, these are:
Each part of the final settlement tlon, but for the workers and peasants
must be based on essential Justice to of all nations, and they are persistently
continuing the spreading of their propInsure permanent peace.
No peoples shall be bartered for the aganda all over the world. Whatever
gain of any sovereignty or to retain may be the real motives of Lenlne,
the now discredited '"balance of pow-r.- " Trotzky et al, they appear to have the
Prussian autocrats up In the air Just
Territorial settlements must be for now.
ta
the benefit of the people and not of
Ukraine, one of the Independent gov
neighboring states.
All well defined national aspirations ernments Into which Russia has spilt,
has presented a complication that may
must be satisfied.
be more serious for the allied cause
Until a peace based upon these principles la secured, the president assert- than the quitting of the bolshevikl. It
ed, America has no choice but to go has signed a separate peace treaty with
the central powers which opens to them
on, and will continue Its mobilization
of Its resources until the whole the possibility of obtaining immense
stores of food from that rich grain
strength of the nation has been put Incountry. However, as pointed out In
He deto this war of emancipation.
nounced the stand of the imperial these columns some time ago, the trans-- '
chancellor, but seemed to Invite Count portatlon system of that part of Rus
Czernln to lead Austria away from Its sla is so utterly Inadequate that sup
plies can be got out only extremely
autocratic ally.
slowly, and besides, the crops' have
been sadly neglected ever since the war
Though hailed as a sign of weakening by most of the Teutonic press, the began. The treaty gave Ukraine quite
president's speech Is not so regarded a slice of Poland, which aroused the
by his fellow countrymen. Many of Poles to bitter opposition.
J
them may believe he Is overoptlmtstle
Germany during the week attempted
concerning
Austria, as does
to put the screws on Roumanla,. debut they accept at Its face manding
that It accept peace terms
devalue his statement of the nation's
24 hours or suffer the conse
within
termination not to stop fighting until quences. But the Roumanians defied
the results he demands have been the kaiser, declaring they still had un
achieved. They feel no harm can reshaken 'confidence in their allies and
sult from leaving open the door to pos- would continue' tp fight 'tdhe1; finish,
sible negotiations with any one of the
Their armies now occupy, all of Besga-- ,
central powers, provided there" is no rabia, where they have repeatedly de
letup In our war preparations because feated the bolshevikl troópsv It
Urbe
of the bare chance that they may not lieved they were nerved to take this
be needed.
determined stand by prospects of an
stand In sup- allied offensive in
Premier
the Balkans which
porting the Versailles council and they might aid by attacking the Bul
secrecy
concerning
the garians and Aústrlans' í rom
maintaining
ta
the north.
Reorganization in the war depart
plans decided on by it was Indorsed There are1 Increasing; evidences that
ment reached the : general staff last
by parliament, which gave him a vote such a drive, to cut off Turkey
and re week.
It has been restored to Its for
of confidence by an overwhelming maduce Bulgaria, is contemplated. A new
mer power and under General March
jority.
Roumanian cabinet Is headed by Genas acting chief of staff are now five
The German press warns Mr. Wilson eral Avarescu.
Gerseparate
new members Generals Pierce. Jer-veto
efforts
again that his
will be fuand Graves, and Colonel Ketchan.
many and Austria-HungarIn southern Finland where the Red
tile and calls his references to Ameriguards are still holding out against the
Owing to good work by Director
can mobilization mere bluff.
government, bprrible conditions, pre-- ,
The kaiser, it may be noted, also devail. Murders and all other crimes are General McAdoo arid his assistants and
livered a speech, In which he said any committed openly and the bolshevikl milder weather, traffic conditions have
peace must be preceded by an admis- are running amuck. Sweden still fenrs greatly Improved, and Fuel Con
sion of German victory.
to violate neutrality and send help to troller Garfield felt warranted in re'
'
the government. Recent reports from scinding the order for heatless Mon
days. The railroads are now giving
The outside world Is not permitted Stockholm said certain Red guard leadto know much of what Is going on In ers had asked General Mannerheim to much attention to the transportation
of corn and wheat, for the former
Austria, but such information as does Consider peaoft negotiations
must be marketed and the distribution
I
escape the censor really Indicates that
There is little to say of the Italian of wheat and flour still is very faulty.
President Wilson may not be far
'astray in his hopes. It Is said Austria front except that the fighting there was
ta
'
Bolo Pasha, the Levantine financier
mainly by the artillery and aviators
shows Increasing reluctance to sending
her troops to fight against the British and that neither side had any marked who conspired to break down the
French morale and to bring about a
and Americans in France. The Ber- advantage.
peace and who was
dishonorable
a
liner Taseblatt admits that the InterSeemingly the stage is set for Ger- financed by Germany, was found guilty
nal situation in Austria is serious and
many's supreme military effort on the of high treason and sentenced to death.
"Is no longer possible,
. that government
s
and Poles west front, and Field Marshal von "They order those things better In
since the Czechs,
form an Important majority, against Woyrsch, the Invader of Poland in France," as Uncle Toby used to say.

PAST

"Dear little man!" gushed the visitor. "And what Is he thinking about
so deeply?"
"I was wondering If It wasn't time
for you to be going," said Freddie.
"Hush!" said his mother.
Then,
turning to her guest : "You mustn't be

AND NOW THEY ARE COOKING
TOBACCO TO MAKE IT BETTER

juut wnvtu iii rauce, uueu uy to get tucir mi.;. '1 Vae oí tn o new gluut (lotha
with three cars, that was brought down by French gunfire near Solssons. S Frledrlch von Payer,
n
rice chancellor and leader of the progressive party, who played no Important role In suppressing the great
strikes In the empire.
a

Mr. Wm. A. Hartman, 217VS South
tecond Bt., Muskogee, Okla., writes:
"During the winters of 189T and
1898, I was so badly afflicted with
catarrh of the head and thought I
must surely die from It After trying many doctors and all other
recommended remedies made known
to me, I was induced to use Peruna.
I was cured entirely by using; twelve
bottles of Peruna and one bottle of
Manalln.
Since that time, I have never been
without Peruna. I un it for colds
and as a general tonio during- - Spring
and Fall months and find it the

ing things.

Lesson in Pronunciation.

Harry Lauder told a story at a Robert Burns dinner la Chicago.
"A new minister preached his first
sermon In a little Scottish village," he
began, "and at the end of the services
the preceptor came to hi in and said:
" 'So ye call 'em Suwras, do yel
Losh, noo, we never knew what to
make o' that there P hereabouts.
We
always called 'em Spasms.' "
Modern Blindness.
Ililxbnnd Did (die look out of sight?
Wife I can't lmngine any person
with sight wearing such a gown.
Quite Frequently.
Examiner How is Central America
divided?
Pupil By earthquakes.

Not Where Age Is Concerned.
The little twins, John and Jennie,
were questioning as to which was the
older.

John straightened himself up and
said, "Jennie, I am the oldest."
"No, John," said Jennie, calmly; "ladles first."
To keep clean and healthy take Dr.
Plerce'a Pleasant Pellets. They regulate liver, bowels and stomach. Adv.
Willing to Be Wise.
"A wise man changes his opinion."
"I'd like a chance to change my opinion about this climate."
A merchant can get along without
advertising and so can a wagon without grease but It goes hard.

Does the Itching Disturb Your Sleep?

A word of advice from Paris Medicine Co., Beaumont and Pine
Sts., St. Louis, Mo. (Manufacturers of LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE
and GROVE'S TASTELESS chill TONIC.)
We wish to state to our millions of friends that in

PAZO PILE OINTMENT
which is manufactured by us,;' we have a remedy which instantly relieves the intense itching of piles,' and you can get restful
sleep after the first application. We have letters from a large nun
bér of our customers saying they were permanently cured of this
very annoying trouble. Every druggist has authority from us to
refund the money to every customer who is not perfectly satisfied
after using it Most all druggists handle it, but if your druggist
should not have it in stock, send us 50 cents in postage stamps with
your Name and Address and it will be mailed to you promptly.
After you try one box of PAZO PILE OINTMENT we. know you
will ask your druggist to keep it in stock, and will recommend it to
your friends.
Send for a box of PAZO OINTMENT today and get immediate relief.
.
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CATHOLIC
Muss twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Cathoftc
Churctv Roy, N. M.
Rev, Fr. Felix Vachon,

,.

.V'.--

Triest in charge,
DAr'.KÍííG CLUS?
YOd J01MED OUh CHRISTmM
IF NOT, COME IN NOV AND DO SO. BRING THE CHILDREN WITH YOU.
THE HABIT OF SAVING MONEY 13 ONE
OF THE BEST HABITS YOU CAN TEACH YOUR CHILDREN
AND YOU CAN TEACH THEM IN NO BETTER OR EASIER
WAY THAN BY OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB PLAN.

III!

II

I v

LBT

MEMBER IN

E

CO

Methodist Episcopal Church
ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m,

WEEKS THE
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB

PAYS
PAYS
PAYS
PAYS

C127.60
63.75
25.E0
12.75

3rd Sunday at Roy Christian
Church
11am and 7:30 p m
2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
11 a m and 7:30 p m

OR, YOU CAN MARE THE LARGEST PAYMENT FIRST AND
DECREASE YOUR PAYMENTS EACH WEEK.
OR YOU CAN PAY IN 50 CENTS, S1.C0 OR $5.00 OS
MORE EACH WEEK AND IN
EO WEEKS HAVE
$25. $ 0.
OR $250.00. COME IN AND LET US TELL YOU.
WE ADD 4 PER CENT INTEREST ANNUALLY.

1!,,

Monday is WhcaLksj
Tuesday is Mettle.
Commenting upon the efforts
Wednesday is Whcatiess
Francisco Delgado, U. S. Marto
strip thePresident of his Con
Friday is Moathss
shall of Santa Fe, was a guest of
stituUonal powers and further
Saturday is Pork less
his friend Remigio Lopez, while
One Wheatless One Meatless bjrdcn him with the
in Roy last week,
War Cabinet, Governor Glynn
Mea! Daily.
writes: So impressed were they
P. A! Barnett returned to hits
Hallett Reynolds, State Pirerfor o.'i the framers of the Constitution
home at Tar River Oklahoma Sun
the National
Committee tvjtn the leeiing tnat one man
day after spending several weeks
lias appointed the noted publicist, H.
must run a war that they proÜ. Heningr, of Santa
Fe, 83 bis adverhere looking after his property.
vided
that the President oí the
tising manager. Heninj is a live wire
nd has demonstrated his ability" to United States should be CommandeThere once was a man with a
promote anything from a Republican
r-in-chief
of the Army and
Campaign to the State University. He
quarter,
Navy. The Constitution made it
ia really a good Indian.
Who said" I've a very young
the right of Congaess to declare
daughter,
Sing: a song- of Thrift Stamps war and charged it with the duty
I'll buy her today A Thrift Card
of providing money and making
Sixteen in a row,
and pray
such laws as might be found ne
Take them to an agent
It will make her grow up as she
cessary for raising and supplying
Add twelve cents or so,
ought'er."
Change them for a
armies, regulating the land and
And for your loyalty
naval forces and for cailing out
and
training the militia. Clearly YEQLDETYME CONCERTE
You get a crisp $5. bill
the intent of the makers ci the at the I. O. O. F. Hall Friday
In 1023.
Constitution, with the experience eveníüg, Feb. 22nd. will be a
San hi Fe, February i)- - Six of eight years of war fresh in real entertainment.
The best of
hundred thousand head of cattle their mind?, was that Congress home tak-nwill be presented..
were contributed by New Mexico should provide for the army, Admissioii 35c for adults, 25 for
the past year to solve the fond make laws for its Government children, Benefit of the Red
problem for the Nation,, accord-t- o and that the conduct of the war Cross.
estimates of the State Council should be in the hands of the
and should
of Defense. Almost 2,000,000 commander-in-chie- f
n
For Sale:- - Six
by him Guineas, five hens and Rooster.
be
carried
entirely
out
head of sheep, 20,000,000 pounds
of wool, 100,000 horses, hogs, self and by means of machinery
poultry, dairy products and even in the hands of men selected, by
M. C. Maib,
m
jack rabbits were contributed in him. That was the view entertRoy, N: M. Bx. 176.
k
addition, t3 a total value of $50, ained by Washington in regard
000,000. or more. Contrary to to the Indian war and our troub
STRAYED Red cow, dehorn- -; U
popular impression. New Mexico les with France. It was the view
ed,. branded "VD-oleft side un
raisas three to four times as much of President Madison in 1812, der-bears,
both
food aa it needs for itself, "Food of President Polk in 1846, of
Reward
for
information
re
will Win the War", and this state President Lincoln during the
.
gardingr her whereabootsr .
in addition to giving 6,500 sturdy Civil War, and its the view of
R. R. Leach,
men to the military and naval President Wilson and the people
Roy, N. M.
supplies tin enormous of the United States today.
service
surplus to feed the nations and
Mies. MNeil, and her two
the allies, the total food produc"The Chamberlain bill propostion on range and farm last year
pupiJs, Dan. Laumbackrs children
successful
totaling $100,000,000 or at least es a reversal of that
of her private school were guests
plan and the trying of an experithree times as much as the State
of the Roy Schools Tuesday.
ment at a time when experiments They
were very interested specta
Consumes.
are unnecessary and dangerous.
tors.
proposes the scrapping of
If it were only safe to do it It
machinery constructed at great
we would like to publish a lot of
I can loan you money on your
time and money and
ireely expressed public opinion expense of
mech-atisfinal
receipt as easy a on your
untried
for
it
substituting
that can be heard here regarding
patent
have
or warranty deed ' ánd
lines
that
built on
The muzzle
Certain matters.
mortgage
your
need not bear but
produce
the
to
never been known
that keeps the press silent does
6
percent
Come in and
interest.
best results.
not prevent the dissemination of
you
talk
to
about your
let us
knowledge that is going to soon
'
It is hard to conceive of the loan.
bear fruit, by personal communWikiman,
Loan and In
J. F.
propaganda we reication, and what does it matter good all the
Office at resiAgwcy.
suraace
multitudinous
the
if it csnt be printed. It is hu- ceive from
end
dence'
St,
north
Chicea
Boards,
Councils,
Dictators"
miliating to be a witness of pub'
M.
Eov,
N.
our
do
or
us
will
lic crimes committed, by those, and promoters
in
approached
readers. We are
Tfuaune horn pühishmént- and
by
a thousand ways every week
not dare to raise anything but
for
demands,
some or all of these
your voice against it.
space and there is nothing we
Under new Management''
can do but go on running our Charles Chapman, Proprietor.
Remember the concert Friday
mu-- .,
little local paper wiu
C.
for
weeks
See
night
last
what we think is the best samples
Program.
the
of this junk. The money spent
Free Baths,
by well meaning people in mis Steam Heated,
far
I saw a ship
go
would
Cold
in Rooms
and
Water
things
Hot
effort to do
on the sea,
if
normal
things
quiet,
homelike Hotel
A
toward keeping
:
channels.
Twas full of amnnition
regular
from the
block
one
was Wept in
it
For fighting Germany.
Depot, in the
However it is as it b and we
hope
And oh, tut I was happy
shall
Main Business District
can't help it so we
f
That I had done my share
grains
some
are
there
that
Through purchasing
ox mis Tourists and
good to be winnowed out
'
Stamps
WiÜ find this the right place.
mountain of "Chaff ".
To send it "over there."

W. C.

Ileaton, Pastor

SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT
1st Sandoy

at

Mosquero,

Bradley,

Roy Trust & Savings Bank

i

Sd Sunday.

ft

-

Pust-Prc-

.

J

I A.M.

J.

Solano, J,
MATTHÍÍW, Fastor,

M.

ROY
i

Is!

Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. S.00PM.
4th Sunday of each month 'at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.
PLEASANT

cf

VIEW

First Sunday each Month at 3,
p.m.
MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.
O. W.

Hearn, Pastor.

LODGE DIRECTORY

Knitting Bags, Corset Covers and "Teddys" in Crepe-de- Chene. New Dress Silks,
Princess-Slips- ,
and Trimmings,
and Sbring Lingerie,

o

at Libert'

CHRISTIAN

Corsets
Ju s Arrived

White-Africa-

7 P.M.

BAPTIST

JfZLrmr's

t

II A.M.

Second Sunday in each month.
Service 11 A. M., 7.30, P. M
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.

Lace Front and
Other Late Styles.

Uto I

11

R. L.

All Sizes and
Grades in the
Best Corset Val
ne in the World

War-Stam- p

'

Bradley,

4th Sunday

2:

73T

11 A. M.
7.00 l M

Mo? lucro,

2nd

War-Savin-

it

n r., Tirc't

Dn

Mies j,!I.uat (uinu;, Src'y.
Meets at the Clnit.ti:in Church,
lioy, N.' M evry Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
A cniiial welcome extended to
all visitors.
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At Reasonable Rates.
Expert Mechanics
5- -

U
ciASOLIi STA.
ilwcJII i!J57.lr
Davenport Bro's, Proprietors
RO Y,
NewMex.
TTP-

I

If enyone attempt: to hnul down
the American flag, choot liim cn the
pot. John A. Dix.

1

Housed and Cared for
!
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it
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w .
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HERE'S

3

A.i

Ml

5

I. O. O. F.

HOMESTEAD LODGE 48
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

Evening
Visiting Brothers always
come.

SPRING SKIRTS & SUITS

Chas. A. Peare,
J. E. Wildman, Sec'y.

'

.wel-

N. G.

U

Children's Nobby Street
Dresses, Silk Hose,

Rebekah Degree
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
,

See our new Spring
Fabrics.

-

m

Miss

r

J. B. LUSK
Attorney ati Law
Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to ne -

"The Store That Buys Your Produce"

It

EI Dorado Hotel

N. G.

Secy.

Visiting Sisters welcome

RoyTradingCo.

-

Lillian Griner.

Mrs.Grace V. Ogden

ROY.

NEW MEXICO

--

S--

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Tairi.

ru,

Arioto

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
.

'

War-Savin- gs

Caunty Trewuner

V.

y

Mora, New Mexico

Complete Index.to AH Lands and Town Property in
,
Mora County.'- ?'
e".;
Titje U Lands in the Mora Grant Ve"teii' ' '
straightened sut and ws sr also prepard .
'v ;
t fürniíh Abstracta thes Laadí.I ' 'f, Jy"-

-

.

amd-Seeker-

Í

ÍÍAVE A REALIST ATE. AND INSURANC&DElfARTMgN'
Al

Wer8trumeilt9uílsBtc(irtii'itliPrmt'!w
Busings
Yur

RfNrftrii)ry8Iioitd

? SELLING OUT ?
Then you wllljhave
PUBUC SALE.

There's only one REAL Auctioneer in the Country, Thata-- -

Col F. O. WHITE

His address is MILLS N.
I, You can have, 3ALE BILLS
printed and make dates at, ej.
n
Office. Roy, '
New Mexico.
Spanish-America-

tná Aofurnr
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THURSDAY: -- F.al
Co: n

Menu
This --Should be your
without Wheat

There are mav.y'irood healthy tasty su os ti tutes,
7:00 a. m. Corn flakes. OatmtpJ, Fried mush,

wmllnR

trtrSaHn?1:.-Don-

Pngc

nid

Muck-r.r-

.

n.mm.

A

Fat In Nuts.
The iuttrft form of fowl Is mils;
nlinomls contnln inoro li :i t halt Uiclr
weight in easily digestible fat.
1

He V.'as a Boy.
Little George waa cettuis ready fo:
rclmol one day, when it was just about
to rain. He was toM to take his umbrella with him. Ho didn't like thi
Idea, and after awhile replied. "Xoi
for mice; that's too womanish."

--

NOTICE

ÍOR

NOTICE

NOTICE OF CONTEST

-

margin

than

:SS

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
1.Penartment
cf the Interior.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Ollice at Santa Fe, New Mexice,
January 28. 1918
Notice is hereby given that Jose Luz
Romero of Roy, Mora County, New
Mexico, who on November 27, 1914,
Hnmstead Entrv No. 022243 for
the WVi SW',4, Sec. 22; V& NWU,
Sec. 27, Twp 20N., Rng 24E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Three year Proof
to establish claim to the land above
described, before W. II. Willcox, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
New Mexico, on the 20th day of March

Department of the Interior, United
Department of the Int i ior U S Land
States Land Oilicc, Clayton. N. M.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Contest No..
Jan. 25 1918
Jan. 2G, 1918.
given
that
hereby
Notice
is
N.M
Vigil, of Mosquero,
,'

To Amado

!

heat

It means WIN TliE WAR.

iir

What Friendship Va.
trnnsflGirfntlon of
FrlpnM'.!r Is
of n neve rtollve;
Toatlon
('"
it rvlcc
Iru'lg.T.v. and
redocmlnft Y.to from its
of Joy lnt the
m TmlM'-bramost

cold mornings
Corn cakes taste mighty good thes-and Buckwheat cakes can't be boat.

Rye

It takes

Lave rye bread for

n

We will win the
It is up to vpu Mrs. Housekeeper.
above.
with
the
comply
war if you will
place
We have many good things to eat that take the
nice
citan
fruit,
dried
beans,
Of wheat and meat. Potatoes,
But
in
bulk.
and
packages
in
white corn meal. Catmeal
flour, Pearl Hominy. Flake Hominy, Rye Flour, Eice
'
Flour, Corn Starch.

coed for i.r y .: e.

Í3

nyw'v

you

l

we ever have before.

I.

I

!

We are selling our groceries on a closer

--

bread toast, Buckwheat cakes.
pi-f- l
hvonrl rnm mpnl mush. Barley mumns.

,

head e:.ce a day

Vvii :C:t

erve one meal

o

eat

?

It Means-

FRIDAY: Eat one meal without Wheat.

!

Eat three meals

.rt meal without

Dr. tit

without Wheal

SUN DAY: -- Eat one meal without Wheat

Vt'hich should go without?

YOUR DUTY

.-

awfully go: d
too lor.? to digo t.
your lur.th.

W EDNESDAY: -- Eat ihrcc meats without Wheat!
There it; not cr.ouh wheat for i:s ari the soldiers too.

"i'

p., -

-,

Tork isn't

fii-h-

What would you tiink of a Soldier who did not do
his dutv ?
President Wilson1 and Mr. Hoover have told you

JTTS

J-

SATURDAY:

:
There arc so many good things to cat in the place o
Meat.
7:00 a. m. Prunes take the placo of meat and Eggü
taste better than meat. Sait mackerel,
Canne '.
12 neon, Potato or Tomatoa soup, Cheese,
Salmon, Tuna fich, Nut loaf, Sardines,
C:p. M. Fresh , Oysters, Codfish.

SAVE WHEAT!
"'
SAVE MEAT!

10

-

-

three meals without Meat, serve
one of these without Wheat !

TUESDAY:-E- at

Soldiers
The Women Cant Win the War Without the
Women!
the
Without
War
the
The Soldiers Cant Win

MONDAY:

i

.

N. M. who

Laud Oliice nt Clayton, N. M.
ltlH
Feb.
N'otice is hereby given that Frank L
Moore of Milu Njv Mjxíco vho on
S.'pt 21 lili male M'd N 01á310 for
S.-- c
SEi-Sw- h
4, NEi NwhNWi-NE- i
9Tnp2l N. Ung2iK, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention,
tomake thive Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster U S Commissioner
at Hoy N. M. on Mar. 25 191.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ira Earl
C. D. Horn
(T.

S.

.

Hnd
Contestee
on Feb. ü 1911 made UK No01278G for
VVil
notified
that
hereby
You are
Section 35 and SEJ Section 26
Miss Susie. Ransburger, of
Roy, New NEi
liam O. Hunt who gives
NMP. Meridian has
Twp.2INUny.26E
accompanied
her
Amarillo, Texas
"
Mexico, Care of William G, Johns?r, filed
to make Five
intention
of
notice
rehis
did,
nephew, Forest Judy on
as hi Postoffica address,
claim to the
establish
year proof, to
on Jan. 21st. 1917, tile in this office his
turn home and visited her sister
F.
before
above
alU.
land
Elephant's
dulv corroborated application to con
Mrs. Judy until Tuesday when
Commissioner, at hit 1918.
S.
U.
Foster,
II.
,Tlie elephant can nellher trot, cante:
our
and secure the cancellation of j
Claimant names as witnesses: Al7 1918
she returned to her work as nor gallop f fns pace U a walk test
R. E. Anderson
E. F. Cheney
Sandoval, Federico Stein, Bias
entry, Serial number 021937 office at Roy, N. M. on Mar.
nomestead
fredo
fac!
a
to
hastened
v capable of being
witnesses:
Mora
Mound,
as
names
Wagon
Nurse.
Claimant
Valdez, all of
made Feb. 21 nd Oct. 3d.
All of Mills N. M.
an 0216'.)-sliuflle.
Frank A Roy
C. New Mexico, and Juan de Mata
G. R. Abcrnathy
H
Miss Ransburger formerly Hv
Sc.
JfUfi. for tin
PAZ VALVERDE,
Mexico.
'
Marcs of Roy, Mora Co., New
E.J. H. Roy
J
vl at Rov. Forest will remain
and Y1 SF, Stc. 2, Twp 17 C. E. Kidl
DELGADO,
líe i liter
FRANCISCO
All of R"V New Me.ico
It Generally Does.
Register
NT. Rng.
30 V.. NMPM.ar.d, as grounds
VALVERDE
at home until he is called to the Speech was- piven to nan to 'e
PAZ
for his contest lie alleges that the said 1
Register
Tallyraml.
,fp. thonght-iColars with the coming draft.
- FOR SLE Good Poland China
NO TICE FOR PUBLICATION
Amado Vicil Ins wholly aHnd nt-- liis
coming one year old. One of
boar,
said homestead er.try, that be ha faild
of the Interior, U. S. Land the best unregistered hogs on the mesa
NOTICE. FOR PUBLICATION
Useful Palm.
Departmcnt
which
h'
to comply with the law und.r
Jack Mahoney, Roy, N. M.
Ofiice at Santa Fe. New Mexico,
Tn (lie lrv.vlun!ri of tUn rtrlta of the
NOTICE FOR 'PUBLICATION
ftiled to
January 28, 1918
Orinoco river tho rmtives huVA huts Department of the Interior, I. S. Land is seeking title, that he hs
,.,;iil-Notice is hereby given that Agapita
utmn. cultivate or ímjirove the
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
pusponded t.ühveon mmV;s of MimriHa
do Romero widow of Narciso RoG.
defect
men'ioned
cut
above
Tbvy
filo
same, that the
floxuosn. n pali.i.
Feb. 18, litis
of the Interior
Department
NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF
of Roy, Mora County, New Mexmero,
M(
and have existed for more than
fruit Its inri'iaopons pUk-v!t
ACTION
N M ico, who. on Nov. 27, 1914, and Sept.
Clayton
at
Office
Land
S.
U.
my
II
given
that
hereby
is
Notice
rhnrino juice. nvM i:so the íi'r of iti
one year last past and up ta the date
9 1915, made Homestead Entry. Ser.
.Tan 2 1918
on
who
M.
Roy,
MEXICO, )
N.
fJt''nis
of
NEW
Mayberry,
H.
STATE
OF
in!il:!n.it
li:"V
.r
TyW--'
f
loaf
No. O2405S, forSE'i SW4
hereof and that entornan has neer
)S3.
given that Eugene J'o 022241,
mocks, etc.
May Ü. l'Jl A. made Homestead Entry been employed i.1 any thinner as a sol N.ntic is
22, E'i NWH, SW'i NEU. Ns
Sec.
) '
COUNTY OF MORA
M. who on
N.
Kay..
Twp
2S,
Rov
H.
'f
Sec.
J.
21
N,
NV
SE'4,
27.
Twp.
Sec.
21.
no OUm fur NJ Sec.
SW'i
sailor, nor in Hny other capaci
or
dier
013212
filed
M..
has
No
1'.
N.
M.
E
II.
T?nr
9iK.
ohm
made
MavC. I'.'li.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT THERE
It is necessary to close up Rntr 2i. E NMi'M, has
ty by the Government of the United for NEl-NEnotice of intention to make Final Three
Sec 28
OF, FOURTH JUDICIAL
to make Final
intention
notice
Bros
of
fded
Baum
due
to
tne
tin:e
present
accounts
claim
all
Stat s, up-t- the
DISTRICT
See., 21 Twnp "IN Year Proof to establish
SEJ-Sand
SEJ
claim
II.
W.
establish
to
above described, before
iUot thp estate of the late Three Year Proof
Vn.i oro thprefore. iurtner notified Range L'tiE
N. M. 1. M, has hied land
Willcox, U. S. Commissioner, at nis Phpebe Russel Smith,
the land above described, before that the said allegations will be taken
notice of intention to make Three office at Roy, New Méx., on the 20th Henrietta L. Russal, Trustee,
James Baum may be settled toF. H.
U. S. Commissioner, at by this office as having been confessFoster,
and Helen H. Russal, a minor,
,
Years Final Proof, to establish day of March, 1U18.
up. The Administrator asks his office at Roy, New Mexico, on the ed by you, and your said entry will be
. msnt nnmei ns witnesses;
viv who sues by Henrietta L. Russel
knowing
described
land
above
the
to
claim
persons
cancelled thereunder witnouc your iuthat all
ían Valdez, Federico Stein and Bias as her next friend,
10th dy of April
Plaintiff,
ther right. to be heard therein, euner before F H Foster, u 3 Commissioner vjjo. oil nf Wmrnn Mound. Mora
themselves indebted to the Claimant names as witnesses:
No. 2525
v.
before this office or on appeal, if you office at Roy N. M., on the 5th day County, New Méx., Jose Luz Romero
' S, F. Duvis
twenty
firm call at once and settle J. M. Beard
office
within
county,
iNew
Roy,
Mera
fn Ala in thin
of
f;i
of Mar II8
DELGADO,
Carlos Lopes, Guadalupe Lepes,
FRANCISCO
T. H. Blankenship days
J. N. Wrijrht
their account.
after the FOURTH publication of Claimant names as witnesses:
Registsr Manuel Vizarriago, bdwara
Mexico;
anNew
your
Roy,
of
Deiow,
All
shown
as
this notice,
W. E. Cuntrell
Lewis, George D. Ford, Wilson
John Schneider
&Wm. Baum, Administrator
..
PAZ VÁLVERDE, Register. . swer, under oath, specifically meeting
Waddingham, Valeria L. de Romero,
Jnan Casaus
A. Roy
PUBLICATION
Tank
FOR
NOTICE
oj
and responding to these allegations
all unknown claimants of
and
Mexico
New
Uoy
of
All
"
Land intArpatsi in the nremises
contest, or if you fail within that time
Interior.
nf
. U. S.
- the
n....tm.ni
'
Bad Tasting River.
mix...
f
PAZ VALVERDE, Register. inoi
that you
to file in this office
described in the complaint
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
In Colombia, .South America, there
NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION
copy of your answer
2
.V
a
l.nn.rv 2R. 191H
served
have
adverse to the plaintiff, o
tainted
1t n river whose witters are
ta harchv iriven that Frincisco
on the said contestant either in perre
It
has
thnt
nelrt
Land
S.
U.
sulphuric
Defendants,
Interior
with
Department of the
m,
If this
Espinosa, oí Wagon nouno,
son or by registered mail.
No
N. M.
.celved the name - Iílo de Vinagre oi
II.E.
PUBLICATION
Office at Clayton,
made
:
1914,
a
of
Oil
27,
NOTICE
delivery
Nov.
on
who,
service is made by the
Tha nhnve named defendant. Carlos
fnp SU. Sue Ü8. 1WD. iilt.
AOOOI74
Elver of Vinegar.Feb. U 1918
nnnv n( vnur answer to the contest
Lopes, Guadalupe Lopes, Manuel
filed
notice
Land
has
M,
S.
U.
Interior,
Rng 24E., NMP
Notice is hereby given that
Edward Lewhi, George D.
ant in person, proof of such service Department of the
make three year proof
of must be either the said contestant's
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
heirs
Wilson Waddingham, Valeria L.
Ford,
the
for
heir
Vlriril
Haltcm.
above
land
Danthe
to establish claim to
Last Saturday Secretary
acknowledgment of his re
jn. 2?, 1918
de Romero, "and all unknown claim
Sarah Haltom deceased of Roy New urittfn
described, before Stanley a. rouii ants of interests in the premises
wnpon
nr.
iels announced the award of Mexico who on March, L th 191B ceipt of the copy, showing the date or Notice is hereby given that
muuuu
tr a e.nm .i mntr
in the complaint adverse U
per
Hi. 99nA Hav of March,. 1918
SWJ, ita racpint. nr the affidavit of the
i,
Rry New Mexico who on m íwr nr.
norial to Seaman Oro Graves of mde HE. No. 019600
of
w"
the plaintiff," are hereby notified that
'
made
was
delivery
the
whom
by
witnesses;
son
as
names
Claimant
O1804
action nas ceen comMaxwell, New Mexico, for extra Section 24 Township 21N Range 25E. stating when and where tne copy was Oct. 21, 1914, made. II. E. No.
u.u;
n P. Vecere. Jihan the abovebyentitled
the above named plaintiffs
menced
Section S Townfiled notice or in- - delivered; if made by registered mail, for SKI nd SW
has
Meridian
explosion
oi
NMP
Bernal,
An
all
heroism.
Launano
and
ordinary
Wengert.
against the above named defendants,
N. M. P.
threa year pro;.f, to
must consist of ship 21 N. Hange 27E.
Wagon Mouna. kw me.i.ii.u.
the general objects of which actien are
ahoard the U. S. S. Pittsburgh, lentioh to make to the land above proof of such service person
inof
notice
filed
wnom
uy
has
Meridian
the affidavit of the
establish elalra
t. Lt in nlaintiff the title to the
to
Graves
Register
threw
23rd.
December
before F. II. Foster U. b. the copy was mailed stating when and tention to make final three year p) o t,
described,
real property hereinafter described and
AocV but he extinguished Commissioner, at hU office at Roy the postoffice to which It was manea, in eatablish claim to the land above de
a niMT TOTHE AGED
that plaintiffs' title d esiaousnou
be accompanied scribed,
ni mast ttiitr vears of 'age that the above namoa ueienaanw mna
must
tdfidavit
this
and
Foater
1918.
in
it
li.
'powder
F.
April.
before
of
day
4th
near
N M on the
.burning waste
oon
receipt ior tne II s rm.
to go to bed as
each of them, be barred and forever
by the postmaster
t Ro N. Mex. on the could be persuaded
pre- Claimant names as witnesses:
m
remwn
..f,nrj trnm havinir or claiminr any
anu
eoia
the casements and no doubt
they
take
as
letter.
re- 6th day of Mar. 1918.
Pelfíw
L
would
they
two
days,
Fenler
John
right, title or interest in and to said
or
snip.
one
for
Ynii Khnulri átate in vour answer the
vented the burning of the
"
real property. Tne real propwny inas witnesses:
mucni more nmtnj, "f---nM1flUV
Mill New Mefieo.
names
cover
of
Claimant
yoo
which
to
L.
postoffice
A.
the
name
of
of Mrs.
u k v.ka rvumhcrlain's Coutrh Kern fected by this action to whick it laVJl
Jeesee Davenport desire futur notices to be sent to you.
A. B. Shwlicr
I Jame L. Swaitn
Jame Chtistman
...ij lno be less danger ..,.nk tn nnM tit.la beinr the fellow- . j- Maxwell. He enlisted
' of Hof New Max.
Joe Mitchell
A. A. Himes
FAÍ VALVKKUii,
being followed by any of ing described real property, situatecold
the
of
Register,
VALVERDE,
PAZ
years ago snd is
;
lying and being tn Mora uounij, iw
in the navy two
All of Roy New Mexico. ..;
the more serious diseases.
Date of neat publication, Feb. 2, 1W8
'
'.
t:
1 fi
Mexico,
old.
PAZ VALVERDE
20 years
"
- r j- second
PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR
i
;..
" '
Quarter ef the Nerth- ci,iV,oqf
Register
tí,.
16
2 2
J Jl.
- third
i''"--"--Northeast QunrUr
the
Ú.
Quarter,
west
J
Ü8
1!8
.
-S.
Ln4 of the Southwest Quarter,
fourth
- tt
1
Department of th Interior.
the Nrtb
I
Office at Clayton, New Mex
west Quarter of the Southeast QuarJan. 21, 1918 ter and the Southwestor Quarter of the
&ecuen otk,
Northeast Quarter
Notice is hereby given that' Edward Township
Nineteen, North, Hange
who
Mexico
New
Mills.
of
P. fihenev
Blast of the New Mexico
Twenty-SiTk Roy Drug Store.
uti Mar 31 & June 23 1913 made UK Principal Meridian.
; ' r - No. 01522;P and 01fi3tn for SEfc Section
i - j aot.t AmtinAant. and each- ef
'
bec'-ioM.
ROY,
N.
l,
,
Exchange,
and
5 and
9nd
Pure Drugs, Chemicals
them, are further notified that nless
á TowTntiln 21M RangH 25EN.M.P they enter their appearance "T"
;
Patent Medicines
has filed notice of Intentior or before the 31st day of Marofc; 1913,
'
at
PHONE
B
PerodicaU'and Stationery
Connect wH
tv, mt
ibrt.
ar final proof to eatal judgment will be rendered , against
.
land above describee1 them by default.
the
to
claim
lish
Taylór..Sprlng?
Abbott,
Mills,
4- Mosquem,
ITL., tUm narh and TTO.ltofUl"
'Solan!
before V H Foster, U S 'Com, at Roy
w W. K.
Rural-CaUnes
attorney
Articles
tomiy
Toilet
plaintiffs'
and
l'JW
Mar
Btti
of
M
Perfumes
of
M
pointó.
dress
the
daf
mi
and iptwmedi.te
Holly, Springer, New Mexice.
EBwenfc Service- Claimant names as witnesses:
Boj City Exch
hand and the seal ef
K
An
wiTtvnrss-R
A. D. Hurford
Mora County, New
Mora,
at
court
A.
A.
said
Htrford
Horn
D.
C.
ot January,
day
19th
this
Mexico,
New Mexico
of Roy,
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AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS

Russian action will hardly give Ger
many more power.
A number of persons who took part
In the recent strikes in Berlin have
been sent to prison by extraordinary
.

courts-martial-

RECORD OF THE
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVEMENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Westers Newspaper Union

nninniM

ABOUT THE WAR
The Germans bave 2,100,000 troops
massed on western front for spring
drive.
During the week ending Feb. 13
nineteen British and four Italian ships

Bolo Pasha, who was convicted by a
l
of treason and senParis
tenced to' death, appealed from the
verdict to the Court of Cassation.
Peace with the Ukraine was made
not only so that the central powers
might obtain foodstuffs, but also to
effect a breach In the eastern front, It
Is Indicated in a dispatch from Vienna.
According to the lobby correspondent of the London Daily News, facts
are known which bring the possibility
of a separate peace between Austria-Hungarand the entente allies much
nearer.
Great quantities of arms and munitions bound for Finland have been
seized In the harbor of Stockholm, the
Social Demokraten of Stockholm says,
according to an Exchange Telegraph
dispatch from Copenhagen.
The police at Copenhagen arrested
the leader of the Syndicalists, who escaped during the riots, In which between 60,000 and 80,000 persons attempted to storm the treasury, plunder shops and enter the royal palace.
The extension of the franchise to
Canadian women was announced by
the government as a part of its established policy. It was stated that woman suffrage would be an established
fact in Canada before another election

twenty-four-hou-

y

Austro-Hungarla-

wounds Officers,
73; men, 1,300.
Wounded or missing Officers, 155;
men, 6.489.
!
The Germans opposed to the Americans made an unsuccessful bombardment with gas shells. German airplanes in large numbers also were
driven off by the American machines

alms.

Russia's withdrawal from the war
was a real withdrawal, and the throwing away of all agreements with her
former allies, said Leon Trotzky, the
Bolshevik foreign minister, in report-tthe
workingmen's and
soldiers' councils on the result of the
conference, according to
and
batteries.
a Russian wireless dispatch received
Germany has resolved to resume
at Berlin.
military activities against northern
decision
Russia. This
is said to have SPORT
As usual, 154 games will be plsyed
been reached at a conference at Imperial headquarters, special dispatch- In the American league In the coming
es from Holland say. The "no war, season, according to the official schedbut peace" plan of Leon Trotzky, the ule. The season will open in the East
Bolshevik foreign minister, was re- April 15, one day prior to the opening
jected and invasion of Great Russia In the West.
The fifth annual Midwinter Carnival
It is added will continue at any rate
until Petrograd is occupied by Ger- will be held in Steamboat Springs.
Colo., on Feb." 21 and 22. Henry Hajl,
man troops.
holder of the world's title, made on
On the northern end of the western
the Steamboat course on March 2.
front Canadian troops again have been 1917, will not
be there, but the title
successful in a raid into the German will be
contested for by Lars Haugen,
lines. In the region of the Butte du Hans
Hansen, Carl Howelson and An
Mesnll, east of Rhelms, American
Haugen, all of them experts an4
ders
and French artillerymen are en- any one likely to set a new
world's
gaging the Germans In violent exmark.
changes. South of La Dormolse,
French batteries dispersed a strong GENERAL
The Maryland Senate passed the
concentration of German troops. On
the Italian front and especially be- resolution ratifying the federal prohibtween Lake Garda and the Plave the ition amendment. The House previously had passed it.
artillery activity has increased.
Capt. Vernon Castle, famous dancer
WESTERN
and
member of the Royal flying corps,
An embargo against the shipment of
any white beans from California was fell to his death at Benbrook flying
placed in effect by army authorities. field at Fort Worth, Tex., sacrificing
his own life to save that of a fellow
Carl C. Wright, solicitor general of
,
aviator.
the. Chicago & Northwestern railway, '
so far
Col.
has
Roosevelt
Theodore
died at his., home in Evanstoh, 111.
recovered from' his recent operations
Wright was 58 years old.
for abscesses that he will be able to
Revocation of the licenses of food leave
the hospital for his hotel within
lnhandlers who make unwarranted
two weeks and return to Oyster Bay
creases in the price of wheat flour sub
ten days later.
by the United
stitutes is
:;' States food administration.
Directors of the Arizona chapter of'
American Mining. Congress, reprethe
Testifying op behalf of the state, W.
G. Clark declared that Felix Jones, on senting every mining iHstrlct of the
state, held a two days' meeting at
.. trial at El Paso, Tex., for the murder
of Thomas Lyons, millionaire cattle-- . Douglas to discuss possible methods of
man of Silver City, N. M., told him he increasing copper production. The
chief problem before the mining men
. hilled Lyons with an iron bar.
is how to handle more lower grade
WASHINGTON
'
o

Brest-Lltovs-

k

anti-aircra-

d

'

'

Archibald' B. Roosevelt was named
a captain of infantry in the. national
army, jumping from a second lieutenant.
Military organizations and patriotic
societies throughout the United States
observed the twentieth anniversary of
the destruction of the battleship Maine
in the harbor of Havana, Cuba, on the
'
night of Feb. 14, 1898.
JJ. II. Bender, general auditor for the
Emergency Fleet corporation, submitted to the. Senate commerce commit-- '
tee a statement showing total expenditures at the Hog Island shipyard up to
Jan.' 31 last, tote $23,313,302.68.
The
amount .'fot; the 'construction of the

ores.

'

--

'

Corporations and individuals of Colorado and Wyoming, subject to the payment of income tax to the United
States government, will make returns
to the internal revenue collector of
approximately $10,000,000 during 'the
figures givpresent year, according
en out by Mark A. Skinner, collector
of internal revenue. .
The Fortieth division of the United
States army, located at Camp Kearny,
at Linda Vista, Cal.; will hold a grand
review Feb. 22,, as announced by General Strong of San Diego, who has
urged the attendance at this review ,df
the governors and other state officials
of states tba,t have units, at Camp
WeVonTy "partly complet-ed,"wa- s Kearny. A jgreat many Colorado troops
, ': ye'rfls, jíbíca.
$19,029,97142 and for ships $4,- - are stationed (here for training.
'
2?3,330.eft.;,:
i.V
Although 5,000 men short of war
MáVlr lí Céqiia!' head of. the oil dl- - strength, unofficial figures show that
'' vision of the fuéj edirilnlstratlon, ap--, Camp Logan' ftt Houston, Tex., passed
pointed T.'A. O'Donnell of Los Ang- thé $300)000,000 mark In war insurance
elíes to take charge of oil production. : when the campaign closed today.

...
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KAHN, AMERICAN

THREATEN

ERY OF GERMAN

SH

(i

KAISER MASSES

ijrvJ
V

if
'

r.'

$
w

citizen.

He was born In Mannheim, Ger
many, in 1867, and eerved for a yenr in the army as a hussar. On his dis
charge he made a special study of finance and banking and spent several
years in the banking establishment of his father, Bernard Kahn. He then
went to London, where he was for five years connected with the London
branch of the Deutsche bank, and where life was so pleasant that he renounced his native land and became a subject of the British crown. Even
until recent years his British connections were close, and only five years ago

table Compound Her
Personal Experience.

IMMINENT.

RIOTING IN PETROGRAD.

the Immediate creation of a war
finance board ; he issued a warning to
the "militant bolshevlkl" of the country to the effect that the American
temper would not stand trifling; and,
declaring that Germany had deliberately plunned the war, made an appeal to Americans of German birth
to not merely do their duty for the
United States, but to let their loyalty
take active form.
Mr. Kahn himself is of German
birth. He was a British subject
through naturalization,
and last
March, after having lived In New
York 24 years, became an American

This Woman Recommendi
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege-

BUTCH-

PRISONERS-POLI-

8TRIKE

Otto H. Kahn, head of the New
Xork bunking house of Kuhn, Loeb &
Co., has been making a few campaign
speeches in the West on behalf of the
United States.
Among other things, he advocated
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court-martia-

were sunk.
A state of siege has been proclaimed
at Kiev, according to dispatches received from Lemberg.
Rumania has ignored Germany's
r
ultimatum to "conclude Immediate peace."
The Spanish steamer Ceferino has
been sunk by a submarine near Ferro
Island, one of the Canary group.
Harold Alfred Vyvyan Bt. George Is held.
M. Holzmann,. Maximalist envoy to
Harmsworth, nephew of Viscount
Northcliffe, died from wounds re- Switzerland, says in an interview with
ceived at Cambral.
the Socialist newspaper Sentinelle of
The British forces in Palestine made Geneva, that if the Russians refuse to
an advance of two miles on a front of accept Germany's conditions the Gersix miles northeast of Jerusalem, the man soldiers on the Russian front will
refuse to fight.
London war office announced.
President Wilson stands head and
Eight British craft which were hunting submarines have been sunk by a shoulders above all others as the
raiding flotilla of enemy destroyers, spokesman of the allied peoples, in the
It was announced officially at London. opinion of the Manchester Guardian,
mainly because he Is able to keep firmGeneral Pershing advised the War ly and constantly In view
the reasons
Department that ten soldiers reported why
came Into the war.
America
missing after the action of Nov. 30
Mrs. William B. Leeds, a wealthy
have ben located in German prison
American
widow, and Prince Chriscamps.
topher of Greece, according to the
e
thirty-onEntente allied airplanes made
London Dally Sketch, have been quietair raids on German territory In ly married in Switzerland, where Mrs.
the month of January, says an official Leeds hag been stopping for a time
statement Issued by the German war with a son who is in delicate health.
,
office.
In the House of Commons former
Friday, the 15th, the date set by Premier Asqulth, commenting upon
German newspapers for the starting President Wilson's speech to Conthe much advertised German of- gress, said the President had discrimfensive, has passed, and no aggression inated Justly In regard to both tone
on the part of the enemy materialized. and substance between the declaraBritish casualties reported for the tions of the German chancellor and
foreign minister,
week ending Feb. 11 were 7,077 di- the
vided s follows: Killed or died of In their utterances regarding war

'
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RAINE TO STRIKE FOLLOWER8
OF LENINE.
WuUrn Nwipapr Union New 8ervlc.
Petrograd, Feb. 18. Indiscriminate
shooting is now going on throughout
the city both by day and by night, but
usually is most general after nightfall. Pillaging followed by shooting
spread Saturday night from Vosnes-sensk- y
Prospect past St. Isaac's cathedral to Galernayast, where private
apartments were broken Into and
plundered, culminating in protracted
firlnc between the pillagers and red
guards where about 100 were killed
and many, injured, in raids on stores
and wine cellars. The wounded were
taken to hospitals. A dispatch from
"White
Kiev received here says:

Neb."

I want to recomMcLean.
mend Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Lompouna 10
women who suffer

an

from any functional
disturbance, as it
has done me more
rood than all the
doctor's medicine.
Since taking it I
have a fine healthy
baby girl and have
gained in health and
strength. My husband and I both
your
Íiraise all
suffering?
women." Mrs. John Koppelmann, R.
No. 1, McLean, Nebraska.
This famous root and herb remedy,
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, has been restoring women of
America to health for more than forty
years and it will well pay any woman
who suffers from displacements, inflammation, ulceration, irregularities,
backache, headaches, nervousness or
"the blues" to give this successful
remedy a trial
For special suggestions In regard to
your ailment write Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass. The result
of its long experience is at your service.

guards, after defeating red guards
and revolutionary troops holding the
1,500
he was selected as the conservative candidate for parliament for the Gorton aresnal at Petchersk, shot nearly
Sure.
All who wore the work
division of Lancashire. He declined the honor because, he Hard, he had no workmen.
'Do you think there will be any to
men's blouses or who had 'horny ken of mourning In society when it is
time to devote to politics.
hands' were massacred, and all the reported that the best catch in town
members of the revolutionary band Is engaged?"
were shot."
"I suppose all the belles will be
SOPHIA, TROUBLE MAKER
The armistice be
tween the Russian and German forces
which has been in existence for several weeks on the Russian front ex- nlres at noon today, according to the
official statement Issued by the Ger
man army headquarters.
Berlin. Feb. 18.

If one were to ask a European to
name the one woman who has done the
greatest injury to the cause of the allies, he would name, nine times out of
Sophia of Greece; and
ten,
he would add that there is no other
woman in a position to continue energetically the work of impairing the
allied cause. Despite the expulsion of
the Prussian princess from Greece,
with her husband, King Constantlne,
and all her children, except Alexander,
now king of the Hellenes, she is not by
any means regarded as at the end of
her career.
As a trouble maker Sophia's name
has become a household word, has indeed passed into a proverb, in most
countries in Europe.
In France the queen's name is
used for invidious comparisons, and
even In Greece It Is used slurrlngly.
With almost demoniacal fury this
daughter of the Hohenzollerns has
struggled in behalf of the kaiser's cause since the war began. And there is
no reason to doubt that she will continue to employ her amazing energies for
the same cause.
The evil which Queen Sophia did to the cause of the allies was
great For nearly three years she upset all their plans. She forced her
husband to violate the Greek constitution, she overrode the will of the people
as expressed by their suffrages and she drove Greece's greatest statesman,
Eleutherlos Venlzelos, into exile.
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OSCAR

WIT

HAMMERSTEIN'S

When Oscar Hammersteln, the
veteran opera Impresario, fell ill recently there was dismay among his
countless friends; and when it was
announced that he was recovering
from an operation the rejoicing was
general.
Although best known to the public as a manager and builder of places
of amusement, to those who know him
'
personally his wit, humor, ready
1$
repartee, and sometimes biting sarcasm, stand out above all else in his
character.
He had occasion at one time to
discharge a man in Montreal who bad
been drawing a large salary for collecting royalties for him on his cigar
machines. This employee wrote him a
very caustic letter and wound up with,
"In my opinion you are a buffoon."
Oscar sent him this reply by special
- 1 'i
delivery: 'My Dear August: Come
V
nnv. vnn don't mpnn hnffoon. VOU
mean buffet. You've been eating off me for five years. August. was stumped.
Once he was coming downtown in a crowded Broadway car. The conductor stopped and looked down at him and said: "Did I get your fare 7"
Like a ehot came back the answer: "I guess you did, I didn't see you ring It
'
up for the company." .

Sty''

German
16.
Amsterdam. Feb.
forces are already being concentrated
in Ukraine to attack the Bolshevlkl,
according to a Berlin dispatch to the
Tijd, and declarations looking to the
active prosecution of the war against
the Bolshevlkl in north Russia also
will be made at Berlin.
Bulgaria has resumed diplomatic re

told."

Why Bald 8o Youna?
Dandruff and dry scalp usually the
cause and Cutlcura the remedy. Rub
the Ointment Into scalp. Follow with
hot shampoo of Cutlcura Soap. For
free sample address. "Cutlcura. DeDt
X, Boston. At druggists and by mall.
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
Easy.
Brown (who Is engaging a parlor
And
muid during his wife's absence)
why did you leave your last place?
Well, It It was
Comely Applicant
for letting master kiss me, sir.
may
h'm
Brown Ahem I You
consider yourself engaged.

lations with Russia, according to a
Sofia telegram published in the GerTin Oatnlrx Thai Dmi Not Affect Held
man newspapers.
tanlo ni luttlT effect, LitlT
BMt.au of
Count Czernln. the Austro-Hunga- r
Bromo OalnlDA un ha t&ken br anvone without
ringing In the bead. Tber
ctulng
nerrooRneH
lan foreien minister, has notified Ber U only on "Bromo orquinine."
M. W. UttOV8
lin that Austrian troops must not be guiare U on box. Ka.
used against Russia to support any
Naturally.
policy which AuBtrla has not approved,
"Does the new question department
but only for purposes of
you started work all right!"
against marauding bands.
"No; I find It wont answer."
The Bolshevlkl are making wholesale arrests of Germans in Russia and
England enthuses over our
holding them hostages, according to
But wait till she sees all our
a Riga dispatch. Three hundred Ger- boys In the line.
Esto
mans and many
nians at Dorpat have been arrested.
The lives of those arrested, as well
HEALTH RESTORED
as Germans and German supporters
who have not yet been arrested, are
Serióos Kidney Trouble Was Rehourly in great danger, adds the dismoved by Doan's and Results
threaten
patch, as the Bolshevlkl
wholesale butchery. The Bolshevlkl
Have Been Permanent
have officially declared the Baltic no
"Kidney
trouble put me in a bad
bility outlaws.
wty." uyi Thomas A. Knight, 624
The Lokal Anzeiger (Berlin) says
N. Ninth St., But St. Louie, 111. "It
there is great excitement at Warsaw, came on with pain acroas my back
of
and the attacks kept getting worse unCracow and Lemberg as a result
til I had a spell that laid me up.
the Ukraine treaty. At .Cracow the
Morphine waa the only
papers appeal to Polish parties to derelief and I couldn't
gengeneral strike. A
clare a one-damove without help. The
kidney secretions were
eral strike has been called at Lem1

.

e

first-over-

s.

n

y

berg!

Embittered by the tearing off of a
strip of their territory to be given the
Ukraine for breaking away from the
Bolshevlkl and signing a peace with
the central powers, the Poles are In
what appears to be virtually a state
of revolt.
DOVER SHELLED BY

canty, painful and filled
with leaiment.
"I wa unable to leave
the house, couldn't rest
and became utterly
The only way
I could take ease was by

bolstering:
mvself
no Htlatlkt
with pillows. For three months I was
in that awful condition and the doctor
aid I had gravel. Doan'i Kidney
Pills brought me back to good health
and I have gained wonderfully in

strength and weight."
German Bodies Washed Ashore, Indifitoorn to lefore me,
cating Navy Battle at Sea.
A. M. EGGMANN, IMary Public
London, Feb. 18. German airmen
ALMOST THREE YEARS LATER,
May 24, 1917, Mr. Knight said: "The
raided London again last night. Several bombs were cast into the city. In cure Doan's brought me has been perSaturday night's raid only one of the manent."
Cat Doaa'a at Any Store), We a Box
six airplanes succeeded in reaching
London, and only one bomb was
dropped.
FOSTER-MILURN CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.
Belief that a naval engagement has
occurred Is expressed in a dispatch received in Stockholm from Gothenburg
LOSSES SCSELT PREVENTED
OUR NATIONAL DETEQTIVE
and forwarded by the correspondent of
kt CUTTER'S HACKLES, PILLS
the London Morning Post. The dism
r c e d.
reports the recovery of a large
m hah. eelublei (jVr
"His training and experience bave patch
of
German
sailors
admirably fitted him to undertake the number of bodies
belonged to a warship.
important work of chief," said Secre- who aprarently
fsufta
4 Wrtte lor booVletVftOWRW
e,nd tettfmoolslt.
Mf
tary of the Treasury McAdoo in an- ,' It was only Friday that a powerful
IIHUttpKCiltCklSlPIMt,
II. OH
destroyers
German
of
made
pkc UteUif rills. S4.00
nouncing the appointment of W. H. squadron
Dover
of
in
straits
thé
raid
sudden
a
injector, but Cutter's imples nd ttnateft
Vmut
Moran as head of the secret service of
Th superiority oí Curtas products is dus to over IS
'
and sank eight British small craft out
TCSIS Ol specializing is VACCINSS ANO S1RUM1
the United States.
,
lN&iftT ON CUTTU'.V U inoUilnira
Only.
chase.
on a submarine
Oxdsr direct.
Practically all Mr. Moran's life has
.
"
American forces are reported in batbeen given to the study and active tle with the Germans at three import
work demanded by a service that is un ant points in France on, their own
like any other and that has developed Une east of St. Mihlel, with the French Let Me
Your
Into a complicated and responsible arm forces in Champagne and, at another
the
government
He entered
of the
point referred to as "the most famous Lyrics, words Good end new Ideas, 1
i - will sat them to music personally.
service December 1, 1882, as a .mes- battié ground of the war."" ".
"
EEKR7 MILLS, 145 HUJ Aren, Heetckir, R. J.
senger, although he was carried on the
Write' of "Red Wing," "Georgia Oampmeet-Ing,- "
office records under that heading mereStrikers Ordered to Return to .Work-Ne"Meet Mein St.íxraln, LodIb," "Good Bye
York, Feb. 18. Carpenters on Sweet Marie," "Longest Way Hound Sweetest
ly as a matter of routine for long after
Way Home," "Kerry MiUa Barn Dance," etc.
was
of
he
ordemonstrated
eastern;
that
shipyards
were
In
had
be
Strike
:
other material than that required for dered to return to work at once by BEDBUGS ARE A MISFORTUNE
messengers.
William L. Hutcheson, president of but It Is a dimuci I (yon don't get rid of them. Bend
on a postaloard snd we wlU tell yon how.
:, p. His next title was that of assistant
the United Brotherhood of Cdrpenters ourname
Tara lúa ImIuu
Ce. , 801 IIU at, tener, Celande
operative, which meant that he was and Joiners.- The orders,' were sent
out from strike headquarters in this
helping to run down criminals and
COUGHS
their methods. The matter of city by personal messengers,' te'lepbone
nay be checked, and more serious conditelegraph-withir
a
of
tions of the throat will b often aroided
title has never bothered Moran. As a matter of fact he has. been virtually the and
by promptly
irin
dose of
the child
the moment the sternly worded telehead of the service in Washington for the last ten years.
lmpres-tlo- h
gram from President Wilson was reYou might pass Mr. Moran in the street without getting any other
than that he was a wiry littie Irishman attending strictly to business. If ceived demanding that work on ships
,
fc
vital to the success of the war be
intnnf nn huainpsa ho micht be smoking a corncob pipe. He Is
resumed., '
ot at all spectacular in his methods except in the way of getting results.
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to me beforehand and
that I was aware of them at the time
be was uttering them, but In this I am
sure he was misunderstood. I had received no intimation of what he Intended to say. There was, of course,
do reason why he should communicate
privately with me. I am quite content
to be one of his public audience.
Hertling's Reply le Vague.
"Count von Hertling's reply is, I
mast say, very vague and very confusing. It is full of equivocal phrases
and leads, It Is not clear, where. But
It is certainly In a very different tone
from that of Count Czernln and apparently of an opposite purpose. It confirms, I am sorry to say, rather than
removes, the unfortunate impression
made by what we had learned of the
His disconference at
cussion and acceptance of our general
principles lead him to no practical

communicated

,

SAYS AUSTRIA WANTS PEACE

Brest-Lltovs-

Wilton Tilla Congress Count Czornln
8ea Prlnclpln of Itiui With Clear
Eyea Ally for Settlement by
Conquest U. 8. Will Continuo War to thi End.
Washington,
13. President
Feb.
Wilson, before congresa on Monday, replied to the recent peace speeches by
Count von HertUng, the German chancellor, and Count Czernln, the
n
foreign minister.
The president openly regarded Count
Caernln's speech sympathetically, but
he considered the Austrian foreign
minister restrained by the embarrassment of Austria's alliance and her dependence on Germany.
"Count Czernln," said the president,
"seems to see the fundamental elements of peace with clear eyes and
does not seek to obscure them."
Chancellor Hertllng'a speech, however, the president characterized as
"very vague and confusing" and "full
of equivocal phrases," leading clearly
nowhere.
The aim of the German
chancellor, as judged from his speech,
the president thought, evidently was to
ecure a peace advantageous to the
aims of the German military autocracy
and then subscribe to an International
covenant to make It secure.
Austro-Hungaria-

Warm Military Autocracy.
The president reminded the statesmen of the central empires that peace
can be discussed only on the basis of
permanency and essential Justice and
broadly warned the people of the central empires that the participation :of
the United States In the war for the
emancipation of humanity' has only bej
gun.
Plainly the5 president warned the
German military autocracy that there
was to be no pausing In the mobilization of America's, vast military, resources now steadily on their way to
the battle fronts, and (hat if, peace
were to be discussed, It would have to
be on a basis of sincerity.
Otherwise, the president made It
plain, there was to be no turning back
until military autocracy was crushed
by force of arms.
Count Ilertllng, the president declared, evidently was seeking such a
peace as was made at the congress of
Vienna.
"What la at stake now," said the
president, "Is the peace of the world.
What we are striving for Is new universal principles of right and Justice
do mere peace 0 shreds and patches.
Will Force Justice. '
In conclusion the president warned
the central empires that the vast resources of the United States would
In the end what might be
accomplished by peaceful negotiation.
"Our resources are in part mobilized
now," said he, "and we shall not pause;
until they are mobilized in their entirety. Our armies, are rapidly going
to the fighting front and will go more
and more rapidly.'
"Our whole strength will be put into
this war of emancipation emancipation frotn the threat, .and attemnted
mastery of selfish groups of autocratic
rulers whatever the difficulties, and
partial delays. We are Indomitable
In our power of Independent action
and can in no circumstances consent to
live In a world governed by Intrigue
and force.
of the United States is
a menace to no people and no nation.
It will never be used In aggression
or for the aggrandizement of any
selfish Interest of our own. It springs
out of freedom and is for the service
..
.
.
of freedom."
The president was interrupted by
applause at every reference to the
United ' States standing steadfastly
peace.
against a patched-u,
Probably the greatest applause broke
out when the president declared that
the militarists of Germany were the
only element now preventing a world
peace. When he concluded after speak
ing 20 minutes, the entire audience as
usual rose and cheered.
President's Address.
The president's address is as fol
lows:
"Gentlemen of the congress :
"On January 8 I had the honor of
addressing you on the objects of the
war as .our people conceive them. The
prime minister of Great Britain had
spoken in similar terms on January 6.
To these addresses the German chancellor replied on the 24th and Count
Czernln for Austria on the same day,
It Is gratifying to have our desire so
promptly realized that all exchanges
of view on this great matter should be
made in the bearing of all the world.
"Count Czernln's reply, which Is dl
rected chiefly to my own address on
January 8, is uttered in a very friendly
'
.
tone.
"He finds In my statement a suffl
"The-powe-

r

!

p

'

ciently encouraging approach to the
views of his own government to, Justify
him in believing that It furnishes a
basis for a more detailed discussion of
He
purposes by the two governments.
Is represented to have intimated that
the views be was expressing bad been

conclusion.

"He refuses to apply them to the
substantive items which must constitute the body of any final settlement
He is Jealous of International actton
and of international counsel. He accepts, he says, the principle of public
diplomacy, but be appears to insist
that It be confined, at any rate in this
case, to generalities, and that the several particular questions of territory
and sovereignty, the several questions
upon whose settlement must depend
the acceptance of peace by the 23
states now engaged In the war, must
be discussed and settled, not in general council, but severally by the nations most immediately concerned by
Interest or neighborhood.
Military Party Favored.
"He agreed that the se'as should be
free, but looks askance at any limitation to that freedom by international
action in the Interest of the common
order. He would without reserve be
glad to see economic barriers removed
between nation and nation, for that
could in no way Impede the ambitions
of the military party with whom he
seems constrained to keep on terms.
Neither does he raise objection to a
limitation of armaments. That matter will be settled of Itself, he thinks,
by the economic conditions which must
follow the war. But the German colonies, he demands, must be returned
without debate. He will discuss with
no one but the representatives of Russia what dispositions shall be made
of the peoples and the lands of the
Baltic provinces ; with no one but the
government of France the "conditions"
Under which French territory shall be
evacuated ; and only with Austria
what shall be done with Poland.
Cannot Accept Vienna Peace.
"In the determination of all questions affecting (he Balkaii states be
defers as I understand him to. Ausand with regard to
tria
the agreements to be entered into conpeoples of the
cerning the
present Ottoman empire to the TurkAfter a
ish authorities themselves.
settlement all around, effected, in this
fashion, by Individual barter and concession, he. would have no objection, If
1 correctly Interpret his statement, to
a league of' nations which would undertake to hold the new balance of
power steady against external disturb.'
'" V
,.
ances..'
."It must be 'evident to yeryfhe
who understands what thlswar has
wrought In the opinion and temper of
the world that no general peace, no
peace worth the infinite sacrifices of
thesé yeárs of tragical suffering, can
possibly be arrived at In any such
y;

f

'

fashion.

Refers to the Reichstag.
"The method the" German chancellor proposes Is the method of tha congress' of Vienna. We cannot and will
not return to that. What Is at stake
now is' the peace' of the world. What
we are striving for Is a new international order based upon broad and universal principles of right and Justice
no mere peace of shreds and patches.
Is It possible that Count von HertUng
does not see that, does not grasp It, Is,
In fact, living In his thought In a world
dead and gone? Has be utterly forgotten the relchstng resolutions of the
9th of July, or does he deliberately
Ignore- - them? They spoke of the conditions of a general peace, not of national aggrandizement or of arrangements between state and state. The
peace of the world depends upon the
Just settlement of each of the several
problems to which I adverted In my
recent address to the congress." 'I, of
course, do not mean that the peace of
the world depends upon the., acceptance of any particular set of suggestions as to the way In which those
problems are to be dealt with. I mean
only that these problems, each and
all, affect the whole world ; that unless
they are dealt with in a spirit of unselfish' and unbiased Justice, with a
view to the wishes; the natural connections, the racial aspirations, the security and peace of mind of the peoples involved, no permanent peace will
have been attained.
"They cannot be discussed separately or in corners. None of them constitutes a private or separate Interest
from which the opinion of the world
may be shut out. Whatever affects the
;

SPANISH-AMERICA-

to another by an International conference or an understanding between rivals and antagonists.
National aspirations must be
one sovereignty

respected, peoples may now be dominated and governed only by their own

consent
Is not a mere
phrase, it Is an Imperative principle
of action, which statesmen will henceforth Ignore at their peril. We cannot
have general peace for the asking or
by the mere arrangement of a peace
conference.
It cannot be pieced together out of individual understandings between powerful states.
All Parties Must Join.
"All the parties to this war must
Join in the settlement of every Issue
anywhere Involved in it, because what
we are seeking Is a peace that we can
all unite to guarantee and maintain
and every item of it must be submitted to the common judgment whether
It be right or fair, an act of justice
rather than a bargain between sov,
ereigns.
r
"The United States has no desire to
Interfere In European affairs or to act
as arbiter In European territorial disputes. She would disdain to take advantage of any Internal weakness or
disorder to Impose her own will upon
another people. She Is quite ready to
be shown that the settlements she has
suggested are not the best or the most
enduring. They are only her own provisional sketch of principles and of
the way In which they should be applied.
"But she entered this war because
she was made a partner, whether she
would or not, in the sufferings and indignities Inflicted by the military roasters of Germany, against the peace
and security of mankind, and the conditions of peace will touch her as nearly as they will touch any other nation
to which Is intrusted a leading part
In the maintenance of civilization. She
cannot see her way to peace until the
causes of this war are removed, its renewal rendered as nearly as may be impossible.
.
Rights of Weak Disregarded.
"The war had its roots in the disregard of the rights of small nations and
of nationalities which lacked the union
and the force to make good their claim
to determine their own allegiances and
their own forms of political life.
"Covenants must now be entered
Into which will render such things Impossible for the future and those covenants must be backed by the united
force of all the nations that love Justice and are willing to maintain It nt
any cost. If territorial settlements
and the political relations of great
populations which have not the. organized power to resist tire to bo deter-- .
mined by the contracts of. the power:
ful governments .which consider them,
selves most directly affected, as Count
ton HertUng proposes, why may not
econoWc questlonés abro?, It has come
about in the altered world In' which
we now find ourselves that Justice and
the rights of peoples affect the whole
field of International dealing as much
;

,

is access to raw materials and fair
ind

equal conditions of trade,
"Count won HertUng wants the essential bases of commercial and Industrial life to be safeguarded by common
agreement and guaranty, but he cannot
expect that to b9 conceded him if the
other matters to. be. determined by the
articles of. peace are not handled In the
same way as. items ...In the, final ,; accounting.' av.
Separate Pacts Barrier.
"He cannot ask the benefit of common agreement' in the one yield without according it in the Other. I take
it for granted thai he sees that separate and selfish compacts with regard
to trade and the essential materials of
manufacture would afford no foundation for peace. Neither,, he may rest
assured, will separate and selfish compacts with regard to provinces and
j

;

,

peoples.

..

credited, of the balance of power; bat
'

that

"3. Every territorial settlement Involved In this war must be mude In the
Interest and for the benefit of the popu
lations concerned and not as a part of
any adjustment or compromise of
claims among rival states; and
"4. That all
nntlonut aspirations shall bo accorded the utmost
satisfaction that can be accorded them
without Introducing new or perpetuating old elements of discord and antagonism that would be likely In time
to break the peace of Europe and con
sequently of the world.
Autocracy Sole Bar to Peace.
"A general peace erected on such,
foundations can be discussed.
Until
such a peace can be Secured Ve have
no choice but to go on. So far as we
can Judge these principles that we re
gard as fundamental are already every
where accepted as Imperative except
among the spokesmen of the military
and annexationist party In Germany.
If they have anywhere else been rejected, the objectors haveniot been
sufficiently numerous or fnilutntlal to
make their voices audible. The tragical circumstance Is that this one party
In Gerutany Is apparently willing and
able, to send millions of men to their
death to prevent what all the world
now sees to be Just.
"1 would not be a true spokesman
of the people of the United States If I
did not say once more that we entered
this war upon no small occasion and
that we never can turn back from a
course chosen upon principle. Our. resources are In part mobilized now and
we shall not pause until they are mobilized In their entirety. Our armies
are rapidly going to the fighting front
and will ge more and more rapidly.
"Our whole strength will be put Into
this war of emancipation emancipation from the threat and attempted
mastery of selfish groups of autocratic
and
rulers whatever the dlftlcultle
present partial delays.
..' American Will Not Turn Back..
- "We are lndoraltuhle In our power
of Independent action and can In no
circumstance consent to live in a world
governed by Intrigue nd force. We
believe that our own desire for a new
International order under which reason and Justice and the common interests of mankind shall prevail Is the
desire of enlightened men everywhere.
Without that new order the world will
be without peace and human life will
lack tolerable conditions of existence;
Having st-'ouand development.
llurid to the task of. achieving it we
'
shall not. turn back.
necessary
for
not
i "I hope that it is
me to add that no word of what I
have said Is Intended as a threat. That
is not the temper of Our people. I
have spoken thus, hiy 'that the whole
World may ) know the true spirit of
Americathat men everywhere may
know' that tur passion for Justice and
no mere passion
for
of words, But a pnsslon which,' once
aei In action, must be satisfied.
"The power of the United States is
a menace to'nó' nation or people. It
will never be used In aggression or for
the aggrandizement of any selfish Interest of 'our 'W:n.. It springs out of
freedom and 'tefor the service of free!
''
," ' ;
dom."
.
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Naval Advisor Declare'' New Inven- on Will Defy German '

;(.

Submarines.

;'

New lork," Feb. 1?. Means have
been! found to make troop transporta
unslnkable, by-- , submarine, according
to á statement made by William L.
Saunders, vice chairman of the naval
consulting board, In an address at a
dinner of the. University of Pennsyl'
vania alumni lh this city. '
Mr. Saunders said that one; of the
ships recently cdmihandeered by the
government "ndw-'lieat an Atlantic
port and in such shape that she cannot
be sunk by an exploding torpedo."
"I can conceive of no reason why
this Information should be withheld,"
he added. "On the contrary, I believe,
it is well that the enemy may come
to realize that the. time has been
reached when American transports
which that enemy cannot sink are
ready for the transportation of our
troops. This ship may have a hole
thirty or forty feet In diameter blown
In her side and she will remain afloat.
h
Such a hole would waterlog but
airtight
of the honeycombed
cells."
Mr. Saunders described In detail the
plan to keep ships afloat after, they
had been torpedoed and the manner in
which it had, been developed by William F. Donnelly, a New York marine
engineer, working under authorization
of the naval consulting board.
It Is understood that the unslnkable
ship has no fewer than 12,000 airtight
';
cells.
"Of course It will take some time to
equip similarly the large number of
transports we have," continued Mr.
Saunders. "It is my belief, however,
that nothing will be left undone by
.

"Count Czernln seems to see the
fundamental elements of peace with
clear eyes and does not seek to obscure
them. He Sees that an Independent
Poland, made up of all tlie indisputably Polish peoples who He contiguous
to one another, is a matter of European concern, and must, of course, be
conceded ; that Belgium must be evacuated and restored, no matter what
sacrifices and concessions that may involve, and that national aspirations
must be satisfied even within his own
emplrC'In the common interest of Europe and mankind. If be is silent
about questions which touch the interest and purpose of his allies more
nearly than tliey touch those of Austria only, It must of course be because
he feels constrained, I suppose, to defer to Germany and Turkey In the circumstances. '
"Seeing and conceding as he does
the essential' principles Involved and
the necessity of candidly applying
them, he naturally feels that Austria
can respond .to the purpose, of peace
as expressed by the United States
with less embarrassment than could
Germany. , He would probably have
gone much further had it not been for
the embarrassments of Austria's alliances and of her dependence upon Ger- the administration to safeguard the
Uves of large troop contingents to be
many.
moved across the Atlantic."
Is
of
test
whether
it
all,
nothing
the
mankind,
affects,
and
"After
peace
Secretary Baker has Insisted before
settled by military force, if settled possible for either government to go
any further in this comparison of the senate committee that 1,600,000
wrong, is settled at all. It will presAmerican troops could be taken to
views Is simple and obvious.
ently have to be reopened.
France and kept supplied during 1918.
Principles Approved.
All Nations In Judgment
His replies, to the questions as to
to
be applied are
The principles
"Is Count von HertUng hot aware
where the tonnage for the task was
that he is speaking In the court of these:
there
to come from have indicated-tha"1. That each part of the final set- was some information at hand which
mankind, that all the awakened naupon
essenbased
the
tions of the World now sit In Judgment tlement must be
he did not care to disclose.
on what every public man of whatever tial Justice of that particular cause
nation may say on the issues of á con- and upon such adjustments as are most
; U. S. Vessel Rescues Ship at Sea.
flict which has spread to every nation likely to bring a peace that will' be
Aft Atlantic Port, Feb. 12. A
;'
,
permanent ,
of the world? The relchstag resoluvessel reported by radio that
and
are
provinces
peoples
2.
acThat
July
themselves
of
Jrankly
tions
she was proceeding to port with-cepted the decisions of tba( court. not to ..be bartered about from sovThere shall be no annexations," no con- ereignty to sovereignty as If they were steamship picked Up far out at sea
tributions, no punitive damages.' Peo- mere chattels and pawns in a game, after being disabled by propeller
ples are not to be handed about from even the great game, now forever dis
s

Pithy News Items
Gathered From All Over

New Mexico
Western Newapaper Union Newi Service.
COMINO EVENTS.

Stockmen's convention at
March
Koawell.
4
Annual meetlne; New
March
Mexico Cattle and Horn Growers'
Vegas.
Asaociation at
March, till Wool Growers' convention
at Koawell.
A Lick the Kaiser Club has been
formed in Carlsbad.
The Prairie Oil Company has been
formed at Albuquerque.
Albuquerque is organizing a
1

12-1-
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Lungs Are
Weakened liy

cHard Colds

g

CASCARA

QUININE

The eld family remedy la tablet
form eafe, aura, aaay to take. N
opiatas
o anpleasaat after effeete.
Curt colde In 14 houra Orlp in S
day. Money back If it falb. Oat the
Red Top and Mr.
Hill picture on It
Tableta fee Ze.
At Any Drug Stare

t

YOU BARBEN COWS'
Are roar marea or tow troubled
Oreroooie Uta
wltb Abortion
bf feeding
Dr. David Roberta
BREEDING TONIC PrlctSt.00
It ecu on the oiyani of reproduction
and puu the animal In beuer breadHAVE

marketing association.

.Tucumcarl has shipped our 600 car
ing condition.
Read (he PrarHVel HeaM Veterharlaa.
loads of bear grass the past year.
fcr
tmt
MM ea ifctrttae la ton
If bo dealer In rour town, writ
The Cloudcroft school was closed
tag tiui nM, Smluilia, Via,
Ce,
ItMrtt
Stria
at
lit
for a week because of scarlet fever.
Governor Lindsey has issued an ap'13 9 19
J? J
peal to New Mexicans to boost the
pinto bean.
Iseveral farmers in Curry, and Quay
counties have lost cattle from a
strange malady.
One hundred and four young men of
Soap 25c. Ointment 25 snd 50c.
Eddy county have been accepted for

gI

Une Treatment

withCuticura
Clears Dandruff

military service.
The assessed valuation of Taos
county for 1918 will exceed that of
last year by $1,500,000.
IThe State Supreme Court has again
postponed the January term, this timo
from Feb. 21 to Feb. 25.
The governor and his staff, In uniform, will attend the automobile show
1.
in Albuquerque, Feb.
Santa Fe Elks postponed the celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of
the order until later in the year.
'Alamagordo has two men who are
expert knitters and who are turning
out numerous articles for the Red
Cross.
The New Mexico School of Mines at
Socorro has been placed on the list of
technical schools approved by the secretary of war.
;W. W. Dill- is hta pickle because
somebody stofe" his car from In front
of the Lead Avenue Methodist church
lri Albuquerque,
I
Grant county has 23 men qualified
for military service, all of whom
Were ordered to report on Lincoln's
birthday in Silver City.
During the month of January, when
-

..'"

the sale jf war savings stamps first
really got under way, a total of
worth was sold in this state.
The conference of bean growers and
shippers called by the state food administrator at Santa , Fe, while not
largely attended, is expected to have
:
"
good results.
,'
Ninety-thre- e
criminal cases and 163
civil cases are on the docket of the
Union County Court, which will meet
ih spring session, at Clayton on the
first Monday In March.
milTwo hundred and thirty-sevelion dollars' worth of government in
surance ha been taken by members
National Guard
of the Thirty-fourtdivision, at Camp Cody, at Demlng.Thomas Hughes, warden of the
state! penitentiary, said that in case
work is stopped on the Tijeras callón
road, the "convicts employed there will
be put at work on another highway.
; Some Idea of the expense attached
to the extermination 6f obnoxious animals, which has been begun systematically in New Mexico is gained by the
was paid
knowledge that $44,862.68
last year In wild animal bounties.
Orders have been received from
Washington for the,' Immediate con
struction of improvements which will
more than double the capacity Of the
Fort Bayard army hospital at Silver
City. The Institution will become a
1500-beunit. Th9 orders call for the
construction of 36 new buildings.
Lincoln's birthday was the occasion
for a big patriotic and town boosting
banquet In Tucumcarl.
A service flas the gift, of the Good
Cheer Club of the Rebekahs, was presented to Harmony, Lodge of the Odd
Fellows at a joint meeting of Odd
Fellows and Rebekahs at Albu
n

d

querque.
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Wuson Never Break Trace
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I saddlery ca
DENVER

Guaranteed

PARKtR'S

HAIR BALSAM

. .

toilet Breparatioa of merit,
Hal) to eradleate deadrutt.

A

.

Color and
Far Her
Beauty to Cray or Feded Hair,
too, and
.00 at

American Dollar flag
Sea fui. rata proof Taffeta, S feet Ion
doaple-etlubeeewed etrleM! free4e-uer- r
er panel poet oa receipt of factory price, H SU. loelgdlni pole, ball
and lalraalMd aolder, II W Dene for
riM aaialoene of flaae and deeonuloaa.
We make more and better flaca tbaa aay other
world. PrleataaaieaeiMforotaeear.
ooaeara la
A.
AMFRICAN FLAP MFG. CO., EASTON.

le

f

W. N. U., DENVER,

NO.

Found an Oyster.

mil Did you so to the oyster sup
per nt the church?
Jill I sure did.
"Were there ninny there?"
'

"I found one."

WOMEN SUFFERERS MAY
NEED

SWAMP-ROO-

T

Triniiaanda unon thousand of women
have kidney and bladder trouble end
never suspect it.
Women't complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney .trouble, or the
remit of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kjdneye are not in s healthy
condition, they maj cause the other organs to become diseased.
Fain in the back, headache, loe ot am
bition, nervousness, are often time symp
tom ot Kidney trouble.
Dr.
Don't delay starting treatment.
wamp;Itoot, s phyician'e pre- - "
Kilmer
may
ecriptloD, Obtained at any drug itdrfc,
needed .(o overcome
be. just
such condition.
Get a medium or large size bottle im
mediately from any drug store.
However, if you wish hrst to test this
great preparation send ten cent to Dr.
Kilmer A Co.. Bimhamton. N. Y.. for a
sample bottle. Vhen writing be sure and
mention .this paper. Adv.
y

Not Good Boon Compsnions.

"I'd never accept an invitation to
drink with a doctor."
"Why not?"
"Because even when they treat a
man they make him pay fof it."
GERMAN

BOSCHEE'S

SYRUP

.

will quiet your cough, soothe the inflammation of a sore throat and lungs,
st.op Irritation in the bronchial tubes,
insuring a good night's rest, free from
coughing and with easy expectoration
Made and sold in
in the morning.
years. A wonAmerica for fifty-twderful prescription, assisting Nature In
building up your general health and
throwlnz off the disease. Especially
useful in lung trouble, asthma, croup,
bronchitis etc. For sale In all civil.
Ized countries. Adv.
o

.

:
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W. E. Lindsey accepted
the resignation of Captain R. C. Reid
as a member and chairman of the
State Tax Commission, and appointed
to
Joseph E. Saint of Albuquerque
;
';
succeed him.
Mrs. Anna Tully, mother of Senator
James Tully, died at her home in
Glencoe at the advanced age of 94
years. Mrs. Tully was the oldest
member of the Episcopal . church in
the Roswell district.
Secretary Daniels announced the
award of medals of honor to seamen
N. M.,
O. R. A. Graves of Maxwell,
and Tedford H. Cann of New York
City for extraordinary heroism. Ora
Graves is a son of Mrs. A. L. Graves
of Maxwell. He is a native of Colo
Governor

rado and is little more than twenty
years old,.
Mrs. Ruth C. Miller, of Santa Fe,
State director of industrial education,
and Mrs. Julia Brown Asplund, also ol
Santa Fe, will address delegates to
the New Mexico Cattle and Horse
Growers' Association at the conven
tion at Las Vegas, March 12, 13
and 14.
A large rock fell from the roof ol
the main slope of the Heaton mine at
Gallup, striking a car containing seven miners. All the men were injured,
and two, Nick Kezele and Demetrio
Kosklnas, were killed. The other fW
are in the mine hospital.

Polly Will Get 'Em.

"I henr that Polly Peach Is applying
for a position as policewoman."
"Well, Polly would arrest attention
If nothing else."
Smile on wash day. That's when you use
Red Cross Bag Blue. Clothes whiter than
tnow. AU grocers. Adv.
In

Britain.

!'One could hardly call her good
looking." "Oh, no ; but she's so rotten
sweet and devilish amlnble."

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured

by LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat ot the disease.
Catarrh Is a local disease, greatly Influenced by constitutional conditions. HALL'S
CATARRH MEDICINE will cure catarrh.
It Is taken Internally and acts through
the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces ot the
System. HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
la composed of some ot the best tonics
known, combined with some ot the best
blood purifiers. The perfect combination
of the Ingredients In HALL'S CATARRH
MEDICINE Is what produces such wonderful results In catarrhal conditions.
Druggists 15c. Testimonials free.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Props., Toledo, O.

Practical.
"Does he pay his debts?"
"No; I gave hlra a Christmas present once and he only thanked me."

When Your Eyes Need Cars '
Try Murine Eye Remedy

Smartin
Jut Ky Comfort. CO eenta at
niveleta or mall. Write for Free Bra Boot
KGJUMK EiK BBMltDV CO., CHICAGO

'
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CIVILIANS HAVE SENT. IN 6,000
GLASSES OF VARIOUS KINDS,
BUT MORE ARE NEEDED.

APPEAL

TO PRIVATE OWNERS

General Croiler on

i

Age Limit Enlarge-- j
merit of Selective Service Law LI.
cense Required to Ship Goods
Abroad by Parcel Post

(From

Cnmmlttr.

Public Information.)
Washington. Ovi r 0,000 Rlnssos
have been received by (lie mivy In re--'
spouse, to Itn cull throtiKh tlm newe-pupe- rs
mi

for binoculars,

spyglasses, tel

escopes, ser.tiinls, nnd chronometers.
There Is lirjreiit need fur many more.
Heretofore the 1'iiiled Slates has
leen obliged to rely on foreign countries for most of Us supply of such
Tiiese channels of supply being closed, It lias been necessary to up.
peal to the patriotism of private owners for "eyes for the navy."
All articles' should be tnsifeil with
name and addn-sof the donor and
seut to Hon. Franklin
Itoosevelt, assistant secretary of the navy, care of
Naval Observatory, Washington, D. 0.
Those not suitable will be returned to
senders. Careful records will be kept
of accepted ii'iisses so they may. If possible, be returned at the termination

s.

s

I.

of the war.
As the government under the Jaw
can nut accept services or material
without payment, $1 will be paid for
each article accepted.

Plscusslnfr enlargement of the age
limit for selective military service, I'ro-vMarshal General Cro.ler said:
"A pronounced
majority of the
boards favor, some enlevement, but
there is great diversity of opinion os
to the proper age limit. Nineteen and
thlrty-flvare perhaps the limits most
frequently suggested ; but some recommend forty or forty-flvyears as the
upper limit.
There Is a distinctly
stronger demand for raising the maxl-mar- a
age than for lowering the mini-

ot

e

e

mum."

General Orozler estimates that 1,389,-88- 8
acceptable single men would be
made avallaBle by m increase in the
fge limit to Include men up to forty-flv- e
years. The estimate places the
number of acceptable single men between eighteen and twenty-on- e
years
at 1,M,283. The number of probably
acceptable single men already registered, but not called, Is 1.82LM6.
to these figures, should the age
Bmlt be enlarged to Include men of
from eighteen years to forty-fivyears,
Indos ve, 4,237,518 physically and otherwise qualified unmarried men would,
be open for call to service.
e

The war trade board Is calling attention to the fact tltat license Is required to ship abroad goods on the
conserved list, eren when sent In small
quantities by parcel post. In many
rases this his been dose by persons Ignorant of the president's proclamation concerning exports, or who do
not know of the many articles which
may be eiported only under license.
For violation a line of not more than
110,000 or Imprisonment for not more
(ban two years, or botü, form the penally. Licenses may be applied for at
the bureau of exports, Washington, D.
or any Of Its branches which are
at Seattle, Portland, 8a
located
Francisco, Los Angeles, Nogales, Kl
Psso, Eagle Pass, Galveston, New Orleans, Mobile, Savannah. St. Louis, Chicago, Boston and New York.
A copy of a broadside forbidden In
(lermany has reached the committee
en public information. It Is a single
sheet of foolscap size, printed on both
sides, and bears a coarsely executed
woodcut representing a soldier In arras,
a workman In a blouse, nnd a woman
shoving a rock off a precipice, beneath
which la seen the head and bust of the
emperor, crowned and sceptered and
mustnehed, looking up In terror at the
fate Impending. The lust paragraph
of the text is as follows:
Man of toll, awake from dumber!.

RwofnlM thy growing might.
All the wheels will los tliolr motl.n
Without thy strong arm's devotion,
rewn with the war! Down with the government!
Fesre! Freedom! Breert!

A recent commerce report contains
the following In regard to tliu owl
shortage in Austria:
"A petition of the I'lilcn of Cinema
Theaters to the emperor requesting
permission to beat cinemas In order to
avoid the ruir. of the Industry, has resulted In consent being given for the
utilization of old wood as fuel for
,
the cinemas In Vienna.
Prague all schools were to be
. "At

SECTION II. At said election there
shall be submitted to those qualified
electors of the Village of Roy, who
are tax payers under the law and who
have paid a projierty tax upon prop
erty located within the corporate lim
its of said village during the year pre
ceding the said election, the question
of constructing, installing and erect
ing a water works system for the said
Village of Roy, including all the nec
essary appliances and machinery there
for, for the purpose of supplying jthe
said village and its inhabitants jvith
water for fire, domestic and commer
cial purposes and to provide for the
payment therefor by the authorization
of on indebtedness in the amount of
Forty-Fiv- e
DoThousand and
llars or so much thereof as may be
necessary, by the issuance and sale of
bonds of said village to be issued pursuant to law and to mature in thirty
years and become optional twenty
years after date of issuance thereof,
and to bear a rate of interest not ex
ceeding six percentum per annum, pay
able
and to authorize
the board of trustees of the Village of
Roy to levy necessary tax for the pay
ment of both principal and interest of'
said bonds as they respectively mature, and that:

closed for a full month, from December 1(5 to Jununry !.". At .izkov (near
Prague) the schools have already been
closed for n month, and the holidays
are likely to lust three months. At
liudenltz, close to coal ' mines, the
srhool Is closed.
At Smlchow stringent measures for economy In the use
of electricity have been taken owing
to the lack of coal; for example, private consumers are ordered to restrict
their consumption to a single lamp.
The lighting of stairs and vestibules
is restricted as much as possible and
must In no case lie continued after 0
p. in.; the closing of the electricity
works Is threatened.
"At Lrmberg the electric trains
ceased to run on and from November
owing to hiek of coal. Tile
authorities are doing tiieir utmost to secure sulliclent transport for
coal In order to resume the tramway
service nuil maintain the gus and water works.
Shops close at 5 p. m.,
cafes at l p. in. Several schools have
been shut. Trains with a run of less
f
tlmri cue and
hours will not be

y

SECTION III. At said election the
voters qualified to vote upon the foregoing proposition hhall be the persons who possess the qualification"!
prescribed by the constitution and laws
of the State of New Mexico to be
qualified electors within the corporate
limits of the Villago of Roy for village,
and general county and state elections
and who have paid a property tax upon property situate within the corporate limits of the Village of Roy during the year Immediately preceding
the date of said election, and in determining who are such tax payers the

one-hal-

healed."
New regulations from the office of
the provost marshal general in regard
to compensation of registration boards
read in part as follows:
"The rate of compensation for members of local boards up to and Including the completion of the final classification of the registrants within the
respective jurisdiction of said board
shall be on the basis of :0 cents, as aggregate compensation to the membership of the local board, for each registrant to whom n questionnaire shall
be mailed and who shall have finally
classified In accordance with the provisions of these regulations.
"Money due for said work shall be
pnld in proportionate amounts to each
member of a local bontd claiming compensation for his services, unless it
Khali be requested by the unanimous
vote of the local board tlmtthe moneys
due símil be paid In some other proportion. In such case no one member
shall receive more than 15 cents of
the allowance of 30 cents for each
classification
and no two members
shall receive more than 25 cents for
to be distributed
each classification

qualifications requisite therefor as prescribed by the laws of the State tff
New Mexico shall be conclusive, aijd

that:
SECTION IV. The question so submitted shall be 'Voted on at the r!u-laelection of the Village of Roy to
be held on Tuesday, the 2nd day' of
April, 1918, and the polls therefor
shall be located at F. H. Foster's office
in said village and the voters thereat
shall vote by ballot in the form hereinafter described and said election,
shall be held and conducted in as neai
the same manner as that prescribed
for general municipal, county and
3tate elections, as may be possible and
said voto shall be taken upon separate
ballots which shall be deposited in a
separate ballot box provided for the
particular purpose of receiving the
votes east upon said question, and
r

SPANISH-AMERICA-

SECTION X. Any vacancy occur
ing on the election board or board of
registration may be filled by appoint
ment by the mayor of the Village of
Roy, or as provided by the general
election laws of the State of New
Mexico.
SECTION XI. The board of regis
tratiun shall meet on Monday, the
4th day of March, 1918, and organize
themselves for the purpose of registering the qualified electors as herein mentioned within the Village of
Roy, according, to the provisions of
Sections 3592 to 3590 of the Code of
1915 of the State of New Mexico.
SECTION XII.. Said election shall
be conducted in all respects and as near
as may be possible in full compliance
with the provisions prescribed by the
laws of the State of New Mexico for
the conducting of general municipal,
county and state elections; the returns

uDiic

We will offer at Public Auction at my farm 7 miles NE of
West of Newton School, 22 E. of Springer, on
Abbott, 1
1-- 2

Tue.Feb.26 .'18
to commence at 10 o'clock A. M.
Sharp, the following property
to-w- it

of said election shall be made and
certified to the clerk of said village
in the same manner as the returns hud
from the election of municipal officials,
and shall be opened by him on the third,
day .after said election, nt which time
ho shall call to his assistance the mayor of the Village of Roy, nnd shall
in his presence ascertain the result of
the election and certify to the sp.mt
and make on entry of the result upon
the records of the Village of Roy. The
village clerk is hereby directed to
cause to be published a notice of said
bond election at least once a week for
four successive weehn immediately
prior to said election in the Spanish
American, a weekly newspaper of son-eicirculation published within the
Village of Roy, and shall also caust
to be posted not lees than twenty day-nomore than twenty five days before said election, in at least eight
public places within said village a
similar notice of said bond election,
setting forth the question to be voted
on and the time and place of holding
the same, nnd it is hereby made the
duty of the clerk of said village, tc
issue and cause said notices to be published and posted as required by law.
Said notice shall be in substantially
the following form.

10 H orse
Mules;
Bay mare 9 yrs old wt 1250, Sorrel
Black
mare 8 yrs old wt 1100,
mare 8 yrs old wt 1000, Span Iron
Grey fillies 2 yrs old, Bay filley 2
yrs old, Bay filley 3 yrs old, Iron
2 filly colts
grey horse 2 yrs old,
Mule 5 yrs old
5 yearling mules.

TWO COWS

PUBLIC NOTICE
VILLAGE

sale

OF ROY, NEW MEXICO.

Farm Machinery

WATER WORKS BOND ELECTION
Tuesday, April 2, 1918

NOTICE is hereby given that pur- susnt to ordinance No. 18, duly passed, approved and published by the
board of trustees of the Village oi
Roy, pursuant to law, on the24th da
of January, 1918, public notice is here- by given that a bond election is herebetween than." .'
.
by called in the Village of Roy, to bt
that:
. ,
held at the time of holding the'regu- !ar election within said village for th
ORDINANCE NO. 18, 1918
balprinted
Separate
V.
SECTION
which
be provided by the villagt election of village officials; at
shall
lots
AN ORDINANCE PROVIDING FOB
Bupplied to the election election there will be submitted to tht
clerk
and
THE SUBMISSION TO THE QUAL- judges, to be furnished to the quali- qualified electors of said village whe
IFIED ELECTORS OF THE VIL- fied voters, which said ballots shall be have paid a property tax therein foi
LAGE OF ROY, NEW MEXICO, AT printed in substantially, the following the year preceding the date of said
THE REGULAR ELECTION TO BE
election the following question:
to wit:
HELD ON TUESDAY, THE 2nd DAY form,
QUESTION:
OF APRIL, 1918, THE QUESTION No...,
No.
"Official Ballot
OF AUTHORIZING THE BOARD OF
Shall the board of trustees of the
Village of Roy, New Mexico '
TRUSTEES OF SAID VILLAGE TO
."Village of Roy, TUora County, New
QUESTION
THE
UPON
ELECTION
INCUR AN INDEBTEDNESS IN BEMexico, incur a bonded indebtedness
OF WATER
HALF OF THE SAID VILLAGE IN OF CONSTRUCTION
Thousand
not exceeding Forty-Fiv- e
SYSTEM
THE
AU
AND
WORKS
THE AMOUNT OF $45000.00, OR SO
Dollars, the bonds to mature thirtj
IN
$45,000.00
OF
THORIZATION
MUCH THEREOF AS SHALL BE
' years after issuance' but optional
NECESSARY, BY THE ISSUANCE DEBTEDNESS BY THE ISSUANCE , for redemption twenty years there-- .
THEREFOR.
BONDS
OF
,.r
OF BONDS THEREFOR, TO
after, bearing interest not exceeding
THIRTY YEARS AFTER
TUESDAY, THE 2nd DAY OF
six per centum per annum, for tht
BUT TO BE OPTIONAL
;
APRIL, 1918
purpose of constructing a watei
TWENTY
REDEMPTION
FOR
works syBtem for said village, the
INSTRUCTION
AND
TO
YEARS AFTER ISSUANCE
IMPORTANT
same to be owned and operated by
BEAR A RATE OF INTEREST NOT
said village.
authorizing
of
in
you
favor
are
If
EXCEEDING SIX PER CENTUM,
The following persons have been
TO RAISE FUNDS FOR THE CON- the issuance of bonds according to the
STRUCTION, INSTALLATION AND following question place an X in the duly appointed by the board of trustWaees as a registration board for said
ERECTION OF A SYSTEM OF WA-TE- square opposite the answer "For
WORKS FOR SAID VILLAGE, ter Works Bond Issue" and if you are election:
X in the
AND TO AUTHORIZE THE ISSU-ANC- against the same, place an
J. Floersheim, , W. H- -, Wilcox
OF 8AID BONDS AND THE quaxe opposite "Against Water Works
and Alfredo A. Lucero.
LEVY OF THE NECESSARY TAX Bond Issue."
FOR THE PAYMENT OF PRINCIQUESTION: Shall the board of and they will meet at W. H. Wilcox
PAL AND INTEREST THEREFOR." trustees of the Village of Roy, Mora office on Monday, the 4th day of March
a bonded 1918, and each day thereafter until
WHEREAS, in the opinion of the County, New Mexico, incurForty-Fiv-e
exceeding
not
indebtedness
and including the 80th day of March,
board of trustees of the Village of
ma1918, for the purpose of legally regisRoy, in More County, State of New Thousand Dollars, the bonds to
Mexico, it is necessary, in order to fur- ture thirty years after issuance but tering the qualified electors of the
twenty years Village of Roy, according to the qualnish its citizens the necessary pro- optional for redemption
exifications prescribed by the laws of
tection from fire and for the furnish- thereafter, bearing interest not
ing of water for domestic and com- ceeding six per centum per annum, for the State of New Mexico.
water
mercial purposes, that the ''village the purpose of constructing a
That the polls for said election shall
village, the
should own its system of water works, works system for said
at F. H. Foster's office and will be
be
by
eperated
ewned
and
be
to
same
and that it is for the best interests and
opened from 9:00 a. m. until 6:00 p.
'
village?
said
.V
same
village
the
said
that
welfare of
in. of the said 2nd day of April, 1913:
should be owned and operated by said ANSWER:
The ballots which will be used at
village, and that the question of the
said election will be supplied by the
acquisition of such a water works sys- FOR Water Works Bond Issue i
village clerk to the judges of said
tem and the authorization of the necelection and by them furnished to the
essary indebtedness therefor, by the
voters.
i
issuance of bonds, should be submitted AGAINST
Village
Bond
Issue
of
Works
the
qualified
electors
to the
Water
j
At said election none but qualified
j
of Roy, and,
electors as defined by the general election laws of the State of New Mexico,
WHEREAS, the board of trustees
SECTION VI. Each ballot shall and who have paid a property tax durdeem it advisable at this time to have have printed upon the back thereof, an ing the year immediately preceding
impresthe qualified electors of the Village of endorsement with a
said election within the corporate limRoy determine at the regular election sion of the clerk's signature substan- its of the Village of Roy, as prescribed
Tuestially as follows:
of village officials, to be held on
by the constitution and laws of the
day, the 2nd day of April, 1918, whethState of New Mexico, will be permitBALLOT
OFFICIAL
er such a water works system should
ted to vote at said election.
conby
the
village
by
said
be acquired
Election Held, April 2, 191
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the
struction, installation and erection of
(Signature)
board of trustees of said Village of
the same, and whether said village
SECTION VII. The instruction on Roy, has caused this notice to be pub
should incur the necessary indebtedness therefor, by authorizing the is- the foregoing ballot and the question lished and posted as required by law,
Thousand and and the answer shall be printed in this .'
, 1918.
day of
suance of Forty-Fiv- e
No Hundredths Dollars in Bonds of both the English and the Spanish lanVillage Clerk.
said village, or so much thereof as may guages.
(Seal)
This
ordinance afXIII.
be necessary to accomplish such purSECTION
The following
SECTION VIII.
pose;
ter its passage and approval shall be
for
voters
qualified
named persons,
published in the Spanish American, the
NOW THEREFORE BE IT OR- said election as herein described, are official newspaper of the Villas; of
hereby appointed judges and clerks of Roy, a newspaper of general circula- DAINED BY THE BOARD OF
TEES OF THE VILLAGE OF ROY, said election:
tion within said village and the County
IN MORA COUNTY STATE OF NEW
C. L. Wensell, F. H. Foe- - of Mora, and the said ordinance shall
JUDGES
MEXICO:
.
I
be in full force and effect from and
ter, nuemiju lopei.
CLERKS: E. P. Brown and Mel- after its passage and approval.
SECTION I. That the regular elecville Froersheim.
tion of the Village of Roy, for the
Passed and aparevea this 24th lay
election of village officials thereof ns
The following named ef January,
IX.
SECTION
prescribed by law, is hereby called to i
persons, qualified electors as herein (Seal)
FRANK A. ROY,
be held on Tuesday, the 2nd ef April,
stated are hereby appointed as a beard
Mayer ef the YWlage ef Key.
office,
within
1918, at F. H. Fester's
electiew:
;ef registration fer said
the Village ef Roy, and to be held beJ. Fleersheiw, W. H. TTiteex, Ai-- " Attest:
tween the fcoura ef 9:0 a. n, iwl :
A. Lieere.- v.;
KSLmlsE FLt)R8MlU, Olerk.

8 ft. McCormick Binder, McCor
mick Corn Binder, P&O. two row
Lister, 14 flange disc harrow, Drag,
Two row corn planter,
12 inch
John Deere gang plow sod attachments, Champion two row lister culti16 hoe Hoosier disc drill,
vator
John Deere truck wagon

Chickens & Turkeys,
2001b. Seed Potatoes,

FORD TOURING
CAR.

MA-TUR- E

'

Household Goods.

R

Cook stove, Heating stove, Kitchen
cabinet, Side board, Princess dresser
Sanitary couchjron bedstead,Dishes
and other articles too numerous
to mention

E

TERMS
A credit of 10 months will be given on all gums over $10,
Purchaser giving bankable note or approved Security, without interest. if paid when due.If not paid when due, to bear
interest at the rate of 12 percent from date of sale until paid
10 percent discount for cash on sums over $10.00. Sums under $10.00 Cash in hand. . No property to be removed until
settled for

le

Men of the selective service age who
to handling horses
fire accustomed
have opportunity for specialized service In the enlisted veterinary corps,
enlistments for wnleh are now being
The 2,000 men wanted include
taken.
veterinary and agricultural students,
farmers, stablemen, and others who
have had experience handling horses.
Pay
from $.'10 to $50 a month,
with clothing, food, and quarters.
Application for enlistment may be
made at any army recruiting station.

rnes

Newspapers

In

Italy are now

reg-

ulated by the government ss to size
and price. AVilh some exceptions dally
papers must not contain more than
four pitges, and ten times a month they
Remust be published jn two jtsyes

turns by "dealers must not exceed ten
per cent of the number of copies fur-

nished.
In France decrees have been Issued
which Impose restrictions upon the use
of paper, particularly for posters. Certain kinds of advertising posters are
entirely prohibited while fur others,
the sls Is limited.
p. m.

!

1.

am wai:

ireíe

Ray Calliham,
Col. F. O. WHITE, Auct.

Mills, N. M.
E. G. PARKS,

Clerk

LUNCH SERVED ON THE GROUNDS
Prefer Incgjlar Linea.
The straight Une Is an abominaThfy endeavor
tion to the Chinese.
to avoid It In their street end bnilrt-Ingand hue lnlhel It completely
w1m?::lh lire conctmu'ry field
cerned. They will slwayt substitute
u curre wherever positlbta or they
will tqrture It nlth n Igísj:. To the
Chinese wind the ttriil$ht tine U (
úíttth Bd Uummm.
8gtlve

f,

-

'í

Childitn Deductions.
Mnrv nnd her little brother, 151111,
wore KtnnditiK tn the pttrfor of n hie
hotel.
Mnch awed at their lururimie
mirronndliisS, they were srazini; bnt,
when BlUle'a glnnce fell on a picture
of Marie Antoinette. KOsrinK Hp
Mary, he whfrpered: "Whp'a that
lady?" To which Mnry replied In a
eonndfiatlal tone: "Why, ahe'a the
eoe that vitm the furaiture.
feMN

ta

-
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fH SALE

will offer at Public Auction at my farm 8 MILES Northeast of Mills,
15 miles straight north of ROY, on
I

.ra;

Ivlarcli;

9

.

...

Sale to commence at 10 o'clock, A.M.Sharp the following property, to wit

.....

My ;Ranch of

960-Acre- s-

Located in the famous "Palouse Valley" of Mora county, New-- ,
Mexcoi Soi( dark chocolate loam, limestone foundation, very "
wheat, rye, millets, milo, kaffir, sorghums, "Pinto'; beans, crn,
fertile and productive for the following crops-Win- ter
.
and fruits.
vegetables,
oats, all forage crops, potatoes and all

TVifOfk
1 III

Ilolf QíWínn XFirmQ
ai lllO,
liail-OCULIU-

Il

two houses, 16X32 and
wells of good water,
Improvements are-T- wo
hogpens, and chicken houses, and other buildings. 10 miles o't good 1, 2 and
"
.('.:- balance all tillable land, well set to graV

TERMS:

One-thir-

good

12X16,

fence.

barns sheds, and Airrla,
acres under cultivation,

170

w

payments, to bear 8 percent interest
cash, balance in five equal yearly
'
--

d

--

per annum on all deferred", payhtenjts.

.

.

,.-.,-

.

..

Mules 8

8 Horses

5yrs, wt 950,

Span of mules coming lyr old, Mule 4 yrs. broke, Mare 8yrswt. 1200, Work-hors- e
Work-Kors- e
wtllOO, Horse and Mare colts coming 2yrs. halter broke. ,
,A

6-yr- s,

2

1

two-year-ol- d,

yearling Heifers.

Farm Machinery
2 Farm wagons,
1 -- row

Emerson 2 disc gang plow,
Moldboard walking plow,

Cornplanter,

14in 'Oliver' riding plow,

Cornplanter,
walking

harrow,

Auto,

Cultivator,

2-ro- w

lister-Cultivato- r,

2-ro- w

--

lousehold Goods
i

Range Cookstove.

a good one

and other articles , too numerous to mention.
í

.
i

Purchaser giving bankable
months without interest on sums over
A credit of
.f Qn
TYkm
from date if not paid when due,
trillo Ul Ocllt"" note or approved Security, bearing percent interest
$10.00 and under, Cash,
1

$10.

10

12

10

percent discount for cash on sums over $10.00 if paid on date of sale, All sums of
No property to be removed until settled for.

"O

J. B. PROCT

Col.F.0. WHITE, Mills, N.M.,Auct. e. g.

rrr

Owner
parks

,cierk.
"w2
LUNCH Served bv Ladies Aid of Mountain View.
I

rib

rniion-KiLiVinw-

.

Suppliment to

THE

SPANISH-AMERICARoy, N. M.,

Canals In th Suez.
Before the construction of.tne Suez
cnnal, completed in 18C9, there wiis dc
direct water comrauuJcatlon between
the Mediterranean and the Red sea,
but at various eras such communication existed by way of the Hlver Nile
From an loser nt Ion on the temple at
Karnak It would appear that a canal.
Joining the Nile and tho Red sen, existed at the time of Setl I., 1380 It. C.
This canal diverged from the Nile neni
Bubastls and was carried along Mu
fertile Wadl Tuiuilat to a port at the
head of the expanse of water known
today is the Bitter lake, now forming
pHrt f the Suez canal route. The
channel of this canal Is still traceable
In parts of the Wadl Tumllat.. Other,
canals connecting the Nile and the
Red eea were built In ancient times.

N

Feb. 23, 1918.

CHAMBERLAIN'S TABLETS
IDENAM1

These Tablets are intended especially for disorders of the stomach, liver
and bowels. If you are troubled with
heartburn, indigestion or constipation
they will do you good.

NO

EVAPORATED

Goat Milk
The Incomparable Baby Food
The Perfect Food for Invalidi
York, wamim la matorlng beallk la ihw

I

For Sale
TRACTOR

AT

LtADINO ORUOai.T.
Tin.
Pul up ! 11--

WIDEMANN,G0AT: MILK C!
jij"-- ' San frantata c
rhy iimii'i Bit.

"

and

3-- 4

disc

Sanders Plow.
Terms to Suit Purchaser.

Geo. N. Ames,

SCRAP IRON
All kinds, $10. per ton,
Also, Rags, Bones, Brass
old metal of all kinds at the
hifchest market prices. .

ROY. N. Mex.

J MjLPi MILLS

Southwestern Jtínk Co.
Ben Harris, buyer-AVariety Machine Works.
t

Fiilih;

anil all

Pr'pofs

Roy, New Mexico. land matters.
Also Surveys and Plats.

NOTICE

Prompt Attention
Office

at Solano, New Nexico.

TO WHOM IT MAY Concern,
Notice is hereby given that poll
LAND PLATS of a.l kinds
tax is now due in district No.
of U. S. Land
Abstracts
40 Mora County State of New
.'Office Records,
MAPS.
Mexico. AH male persons over
'
Prompt
Attention
21 years of age. (not disabled)
;
C.N. ROARK
are liable to a poll tax of one.
'
Clayton New Mex.
dollar for school purposes. The .;
law does not require a house tdl
house canvas. At your earliest
Made hi- - Mouth Water.
convenience call and pay your .An
regrets were told
poll tax to the district clerk and by the bishop of Bunhm-y- Australia.
The bishop fornierly held the see ol
tret your receipt for same.
Melanesia, which comprises what used
40
F. 0. White, Clerk Dist. No
to be culled the "Cautiilml Islands."
Mills, New Mexico.
There he had for servant a young na-

Camera freeertee Flnoer-rVlnFor polio. oflWre and others wh
evl
have need of getting inger-prla- t
dence from material tlit caauiot b
preserved or removed
le aovlr
onment. a special camera ha Ma
perfected. It takee a photoTraph of
wherever It lukf ba.
the finger-prin- t
In operating the camera no photographic skill or experience, nor even
a tripod, la necessary. The camera Is
katJ tight again tba surface of thf

fra

Piano at a Sacrifice
We have on hand in the vicinity of Roy one of our very best
Pianos . Rather than pay storage
or reship this instrument to Denver, we will sell it to a responsible party ata special price, on
easy terms. Or, we will rent
the piano with the privilege of
buying later, and apply rent on
purchase price. In answering,
please give full references in
letter. Address -Dept. A,.
MUSIC CO., Denver Colo.
KNIGHT-CAMPBEL-

800-Acr- e

L

Farm For Sale

WHEN YOU HAVE

It
that

A COLD
you have a severe cold

is when
you appreciate the good qualities
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. Mrs.
Frank Crocker, Pana, 111., writes:
old son Paul caught a
"Our five-yesevere cold last winter that settled on
his lungs and he had terrible coughing
spells. We were greatly worried about
him B3 the medicine we gave him did
not help him in the least. A neighbor
poke so highly of Chamberlain Cough
Remedy that I got a bottle of it. The
first dose benefited him so much that I
continued giving it to hini until he
was cured."

miles southwest of Roy,
mostly pasture land. 1G0 acres SEED CORN- :- 15bshels,
deeded, 50 acres ia cultivation White Dent, and some Yel
low Dent, well matured and
Brand new 2 room rock house.
fo.
Write Box 221, Rov, N. Mex, guaranteed, 6 cts. per.
Ed. Reed, Solano, N. M
Pd.
T,2.
9

old-tim-

of the Ignorant, and mark the
dog days. Some of them reckon the
dog days from July 24 to August 24,
the time of greatest heat in summer
la the United States; others date them
from July 3 to August 11.
I can loan you money on your

cellaaf,

ÉTkfat-fMft-

The necessary cwrraat la provided b) loan.
storage batteries Inalde the camera.
J. E. Wildman.-LoaPopular Science Monthly.
surance Agency,

dence north
ABOUT CONSTIPATION

Certain articles of diet tend to check
movements of the bowels. The most
common of these are cheese, tea and
boiled milk. On the other hand raw
fruits, especially appiaa and bananas
also graham bread and whole wheat
bread promote a movement of the bowels. When the bowel, ara badly constipated, however, tC aura way is to
take one or two of Chamberlain's Tablets immediately after supper,
i

.

tive who, before his conví sion. had
been a cannibul. One day the bishop
received, among presents from home
a tin of sheep's tongues, on which tw
mude a raid for his luncheon.' The
"boy" looked on, his mouth wuterjng
but with perplexity writ large omJii
lace, lie afterward confessed tlmWie
thought the tongues were luinian, nnd
KCJh his episcopal master had relapsed
liito cannibalism.
The dish reminded
him of u delicacy which hud been the
delight of his unregenerate days.

--

a ffér, 09 wherever final receipt as easy as on your
t
tile
tea ni Made. 'Mia patent or warranty deed and
ehofat relíala (atar la Mwft presaed
th. your mc rtga re need not bear but
iow; fta fffcMalMaW
ataQi turtda th. 6 percent interest. Come in and
! T aW
cámara, aa4 ttaa ttjkfa O erf. provid- let us talk to
yoi about your
ing th. ilWmlaailM lar thf Mpoaure.
dor,

.

Mistaken Identity.
The ancients supposed rock crystal
he merely Ice congealed by Intense
sold.

J

ufferiag wilb. tubrrulw.i. ar .lom.c
trouble. rMlllvtlrrolvMllMprouim
4 iobaliM
MlBulrtlMM.

10-2- 0

"Big-Bull- "

Pure
UNSWEETENED

Dog Days.
Dog days Is tho nunre applied to
the hottest season of the year at the
time of the heliacal rising of Slrlus,
the dog star; that Is, the time when
It rose Just before the sun. Tliey usually lasted for about 40 days.
We
still retain the expnwslan of dog days
na applied to tho hottest aonson of the
year, but owing to the procession of
the eo.u'no'xeii It Is no longer the tlin.
of the heliacal rising of the dog star.
The time of dog days dates from the
time when Slrlus rises at the same
time as the aun. Because of the procession of the equinoxes, this time
comes earlier every year by 20 minutes, 20 seconds. The almanac makers of today In this, as In many oflier
e
superstl-lon- s
aaes, eater to the

Sounding Tube Heplacee Bells.
A modero aubatltute for the time
h mured bul cumbersome bell chimes
consists of seta of accurately tuned
rubes or pK'. which can be Installed
In any belfry and occupy mmill space,
says Popular Mechanics Magazine.
Klectrlc hammers, mounted at the upper oud of the pipes, strike them with
quick, sharp blows through the opera
tloti of projecting and recoiling mag
nets. The magnets are controlled by
n simple keyboard which can be In
"tailed in any pnrt of the building
and which can be played by any
person having a rudimentary know!
dge of tht piano. Chimes af thl
sort require so little current tu
crate tlieiu that It is scarcely
by the meter.

El Dorado Hotel
Under new Management

Charles Chapman,

Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
in Rooms
Cold
Water
Hot and
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business District
Land-Seekér-

Will find Kis the

In-

Suggested a Postscript.
John was Invited to Kdwnrd's birthday dinner, 'the Invitation reading:
Will John come to Edward's house
for dinner Tuesday evening?" lie
wrote In reply, "John will come to Edward's house to dinner Tuesday evening. He will come!" Petty could
not understand that she was not Invited nnd bit hearing John read aloud
Ills acceptance before sending It, said,
plaintively, "Well, John, Just add a
little to that and say Petty will come
too."

Thrift Thought
the brond thrift
habit, now; practice it thoughtfully;
waste not the little things; find the Joy
that a growing bank nccount brings;
invest your savings safely and profit
ably ; remember tomorrow but forget
not today; spend for the things. that
titst and find. the secret ot the bronder
thrift that' malees f.r better living. It
s the only thrift worth while.
Get the thrift habit

Choice Ranches and Farms

for Sale near Roy. Let us
S iow them to yon. ,
J. L. Hayes Real Estate Co.
N.M.

Roy,

Propriety r.

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Tourists and

and

Office at resiend Ch'i'cosa St,
Rov. N. M.

s

right place.

Children's Belief in Fairies.
To the children fairies stand for nl!
nnd unpredictable poshe
sibilities of Itfe, for all the magic .f
It, Its charm ot unexpectedness.
dilld Is a bit puzzled by the Inevitable; in the fairy world it does not exist. In that world he slips away from
with its euu
the world of grown-upless consequences remorselessly hoiuid-).(the gay, irresponsible little chile,
iniiigs. lie loves the grown-up- s
,t is not from them that he wishes lc
;scnpe, hut from .heir world, their ulf
Popului
world.
unyielding
!len!t,
icii nee Monthly.
s,

.'

m-.-

-

